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Meet Allen ReneAR, 
inteRiM deAn

Professor Allen Renear assumed the 

interim deanship of GSLIS in March 

2012. He has served as a member of  

the GSLIS faculty since 2001 and  

recently concluded a three-year term  

as associate dean for research, during 

which he expanded the School’s grant 

funding base to over $16 million in 

award dollars. He also has been an 

active member of the GSLIS Executive 

Committee, a senior advisory group to 

the dean, during most years of his  

tenure. We sat down with him and  

talked more about his professional 

experience and his goals for the future. 

neW pRoject AddResses issues in youth AdvocAcy

mix it Up! is a new project at gslis supported by the institute of museum and library 
services (imls) that brings youth services and community informatics together to 
address issues in youth advocacy. the program recruits students from traditionally 
underrepresented groups, provides academic and financial support, and provides students 
hands-on experience working with a community organization. mix it Up! scholars pursue 
specializations in both youth services and community informatics. 

Gslis suRpAsses cAMpAiGn GoAl

the University of illinois brilliant futures Campaign ended on December 31, 2011, and  
we are proud to announce that gslis has surpassed its campaign goal of $15 million.  
this accomplishment is the result of a collaborative effort by alumni, students, faculty,  
staff, and friends and the commitment of our Campaign advisory board, chaired by  
lionelle h. elsesser (ms ’67).

During the campaign, which began on July 1, 2003, we raised an aggregate of $1m for the 
gslis annual fund, which provides vital unrestricted funds that have allowed the school 
to fund computer labs and alternative spring break experiences, among other things. in 
fact, due to the overwhelming response from our alumni and friends, campus raised our 
campaign goal twice: from $7m to $9m in 2006, and from $9m to $15m in 2007.

also since the start of the brilliant futures Campaign, 42 new funds have been created. 
these funds are used for a variety of purposes, including scholarships and fellowships, 
student travel, community engagement, urgent needs in the school, and specific use as 
designated by the donors. many funds honor gslis faculty and other individuals who  
have inspired others and contributed significantly to their profession.

(continued page 14)
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the gslis Centennial scholar for 2011–2012 was assistant professor Kathryn la barre. the 
Centennial scholar award is endowed by alumni and friends of gslis and is given in recognition  
of outstanding accomplishments and/or professional promise in the field of library and  
information science.

When la barre first began her career at gslis, former gslis Dean leigh estabook asked her,  
“What do you want as your epitaph?” la barre didn’t hesitate with her answer: “she helps people find 
what they seek.” that desire to help people locate “that obscure object of desire” or that “elusive 
folktale” is the driving motivation behind la barre’s current research, which includes two ongoing 
projects: folktales and facets with gslis assistant professor Carol tilley, and films and facets  
with a brazilian scholar, rosa inês de novais Cordeiro. la barre and tilley recently published an 
article on their work in the april 2012 issue of the Journal of the American Society for Information 
Science and Technology. la barre’s work with de novais Cordeiro will appear in an upcoming 
collection, Indexing and Retrieval of Non-text Information, edited by Diane neal. she will be 
reporting on the findings in this book chapter at the international society for Knowledge  
organization conference this summer at mysore, india.

“my research into traditional bibliographical principles like faceted classification and the practice of 
facet analysis has one goal: improving the odds of success for people looking for digital information 
resources. i use these principles and practices in my analysis of digital environments, and create 
models and guidelines that can help inform construction of dynamic and effective information 
infrastructures in a world of full-text digital materials and repositories like the hathitrust,” said la barre.

much of her early research has focused on uncovering and documenting the heritage  
of faceted classification in early document retrieval systems from the 1950s. 

“repositories of cultural heritage materials and online library catalogs often allow searchers to filter 
or refine a set of initial results according to a set of inherent resource characteristics. these filters or 
refinements are often called ‘facets’ thereby invoking the dual analytic-synthetic heritage of faceted 
classification,” la barre said. “the most compelling aspect of facet heritage is that it puts searcher 
interests and needs first in information system infrastructure design in order to ensure effective and 
satisfying search outcomes.”

this earlier work allowed la barre to bring together grey literature, internal memoranda, and system 
reports that were scattered across a number of archives. in cases where the written record was too 
fragmentary, she collects oral histories.

her current work involves interviews and observations of the information-seeking practices of 
scholars, students, storytellers, and librarians as they search for complex interdisciplinary resources 
like folktales and films. she recently interviewed gslis alumna and long-time cataloger at the 
University of illinois library, gail hueting (ms ’73), for the ala sponsored oral history program, 
“Capturing our stories.” as a member of the asis&t 75th anniversary task force, la barre is also 
currently conducting a series of oral histories of asis&t members, and has gathered material in 
several trips to the archive of asis&t records at the University of michigan. this spring she hosted  
a webinar on oral history methods for asis&t members with bob Williams.

“i’m eager to continue my observations of informants using the resources of the hathitrust research 
Center (htrC)” said la barre, “and to collect oral histories of those who played a significant role in 
the deployment of faceted access systems in the early days of document retrieval systems.”

KAthRyn lA BARRe nAMed centenniAl scholAR

You were in the information profession for twenty years 

before becoming a faculty member. Tell us about that.

While I was in graduate school I became intrigued by how computers 

could be used to support research and teaching in the humanities and 

enhance access to information resources. In 1981, instead of becoming 

a philosophy professor, I began consulting on large digital publishing 

projects and ultimately joined Brown University’s central information 

technology services. For the next eight years I cycled through the 

central IT version of all the classic tasks of information professionals: 

help desk, documentation, training, application support, service design, 

project consulting, department planning, and management.

Did you work with the library?

I did. That coordination was a constant theme as the University 

set up OPACs, labs, CD-ROM towers (remember?), collection 

development systems, and access to resources like the OED or the 

MLA bibliography. Toward the end of this period, I received a major 

strategic planning assignment and worked with Brown Library 

and senior administrators on University-wide information services 

planning for the nineties. And although I wasn’t organizationally 

within the Library during this time, I was a huge enthusiast for LIS 

standards and practices. I’m sure no one else in central IT kept 

copies of the NISO thesaurus construction standard and ALA filing 

rules within reach.

That’s your first 10 years, what about the second 10?

In the early 1990s, I co-founded the Brown University Scholarly 

Technology Group, an applied research and service center. We 

grew quickly and acquired an impressive staff that allowed us to be 

one of the leading humanities computing centers in the world. My 

principal competitor was a center at the University of Virginia, run 

by someone named John Unsworth.

So how did you get from there to here?  And why?

After seven years I was ready to try something different when I 

received a phone message from then GSLIS Dean Leigh Estabrook 

saying something like: “Hi Allen, I’m Leigh Estabrook. We want 

to talk to you. Please buy your plane tickets. See you soon.” That’s 

how I remember it, anyway. Apparently my name had come up in a 

recruiting conversation, and my professional activities and research 

projects looked like the sort of thing they wanted at GSLIS.

I’ll admit, it was hard to leave New England, but I didn’t think 

twice about taking the opportunity to be part of the greatest LIS 

school in the world. For someone with my interests there wasn’t  

a better place to be.

Meet Allen ReneAR (continued from page 1)
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How does your practical experience inform your teaching 

and research?

In many ways. One is that it provides credibility for my focus, both 

in the classroom and in my research agenda, on the importance of 

a foundation of fundamental principles. That foundation not only 

benefits the individual information professional in supporting a 

career of continued learning of new tools and practices, but it is that 

foundation that makes a leadership role possible. And, of course, it 

helps us be effective in tackling the hard problems facing us. 

What goals have you set for the immediate future?

The University won’t be opening a search for a new dean until a new 

provost is in place, so it will most likely be over a year before the new 

dean is named. So we can’t tread water. I’ll mention two important 

goals I hope to make progress on.

Increasing the diversity of the student body is a high priority. 

Faculty diversity is improving, which is good. But while student 

diversity has increased substantially over the last decade, it has 

recently stalled well short of where we want to be. And this is not just 

about numbers, we need to ensure that the curriculum, policies, and 

local culture are supportive and fair, and contribute to the well-being 

of all students.

Increasing tenure system faculty and enrollment also are goals, 

as we need to maintain broad coverage of areas expanding in both 

breadth and complexity. Probably much of our growth will be in 

LEEP enrollment and continuing professional education, and focus 

on emerging areas such as informatics and data curation. I don’t 

expect any fewer students in any of the other areas we teach, but our 

additional growth will involve careful choices based on workforce 

needs and occupational growth. 

What are the strengths of the School moving forward?

Of course our strengths include our enormously accomplished and 

engaged faculty, our adjuncts who are expert instructors and leading 

professionals in the field, our breathtakingly efficient staff, our 

terrific students, our reputation, our curriculum, and our culture. 

And finally, our 7,500 extraordinary alumni are an enormously 

valuable resource.

How can GSLIS alumni help?

We are in constant need of communication back from the workplace: 

information about needs, experiences, and opportunities. I envision 

our alumni as an advisory board of 7,500 well placed, experienced, 

socially committed, innovative thinkers. I welcome email with 

your thoughts and ideas, and we welcome your participation in all 

our activities. Of course your financial support is absolutely vital, 

especially as the state and University face continuing economic 

challenges. And I also rely on our alumni to represent us in key 

venues and to take every opportunity to mentor and advise our 

enthusiastic students during their studies at GSLIS and as they  

enter the job market.
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the obama administration recently announced a $200 million 
research initiative in what’s known as big data computing—the 
science of analyzing digital data from a burgeoning diversity of 
sources to reveal scientific discoveries, educational strategies,  
profit-making potential or to make sociological predictions. gslis 
has made a specialty of curating big data since 2006. professor 
Carole palmer, who directs the school’s Center for informatics 
research in science and scholarship (Cirss), discussed big data 
and the obama initiative in a recent interview with University of 
illinois news bureau news editor Dusty rhodes.

for the full story, visit: http://illinois.edu/lb/article/72/62055

informatics and data curation are relatively new fields  
of scholarship. What is your cocktail-party description  
of your work?

informatics is about strategies for using information in organizations, 
networks, cultures and societies. our job is to make advances 
that help people get access to and work with information to solve 
problems and make new discoveries.

that’s where data curation comes in. the definition of data curation 
that we promote is the active and ongoing management of data 
through its life cycle of interest and usefulness to scholarship, 
science, and education.

Data are very valuable assets—the raw materials of research—with 
tremendous potential for re-use in new and innovative ways. but 
digital data are high risk—extremely fragile and with few standards 
of good practice.

We study how to collect and add value to data, to promote sharing 
and integration across institutions and fields of research, looking 
at both technical and social problems in making data a collective, 
shared resource.

one of the data curation projects we’re involved in is the Data 
Conservancy. it is a large multi-institutional collaboration led by  
Johns hopkins University. We are partners, contributing to research 
and education through our data-curation initiatives at Cirss.

how has Gslis helped pioneer this field?

as a result of research we were doing in 2002 on high-impact 
information in neuroscience, we recognized the need for data 
professionals to work together with scientists on the information 
problems of collecting and organizing data, making it accessible and 
usable. We saw how our expertise could help scientist do less data 
management and focus more on solving scientific problems. We 
got grant funding to develop a specialization in data curation for the 
master’s program —the first of its kind in the country.

We launched the data curation specialization in 2006 with a focus 
on the sciences and expanded it in 2008 to include the humanities. 
We now have more than 50 students a year in the foundations 
of Data Curation course, with many completing the specialization. 
placement is excellent —they are in high demand in the workforce.

We have built partnerships with the national snow and ice Data 
Center, the national Center for atmospheric research, and other 
science and humanities data centers that serve as internship sites 
and contribute to developing the curriculum to reflect the current and 
emerging state of practice.

do you anticipate the u. of i. getting any part of these funds, 
and if so, for what type of project?

i’m talking to collaborators, and we’re cooking up our projects. 
there’s a lot of flurry around this but there really has been for years. 
many of these activities are just ongoing. We have a systematic set 
of research and education initiatives that we’ve been working on 
since 2003, so we’ll be trying to align that with this recent call.

gslis and big data

to date, five students have been recruited and are working with 
organizations including the Champaign County Juvenile Detention 
Center, the Don moyers boys and girls Club, the Douglass branch 
of the Champaign public library, the tap in leadership academy, 
Urbana neighborhood Connections Center, the Up Center of 
Champaign County, and the puerto rican Cultural Center in 
Chicago. students spend between five and ten hours a week with 
their assigned organizations, doing a variety of projects that range 
from traditional library programming to behind-the-scenes tech work 
to volunteer management. mix it Up! scholars are able to work with 
organizations over an extended period as they pursue their studies, 
not just one semester. 

inspiration for mix it Up! came from an earlier gslis community 
engagement initiative, turn the page: extending library services to 
empower youth (elsey; elseyjdc.wordpress.com), a collaboration 
between gslis and the Champaign County Juvenile Detention 
Center located in Urbana, illinois. at the time, both rae-anne 
montague, assistant dean and faculty advisor for elsey, and Jeanie 
austin, Cas student and project coordinator of elsey, recognized 
that the success of elsey could be translated into a larger-scale 
effort to address key issues of diversity and community engagement.

“really, a variety of factors brought about this project, and we want 
it to serve multiple purposes,” said montague, who is the principal 
investigator for mix it Up! “in terms of curriculum, our aim is to 
incorporate the principles of community informatics with youth 
services as well as to develop long-term projects and relationships 
with community organizations. elsey was a sort of pilot, but with 
mix it Up!, we are able to work with other partners and offer our 
students the chance to gain important practical experience.” 

gslis students have benefited from engaging in community-based 
learning through coursework and practicum for many years. mix it Up! 
scholars have an opportunity to pursue this on an extended basis.

mix it Up! also emphasizes the importance of advocating for 
diversity in the lis field.“We were beginning to plan and apply for 
the grant right around the time in which issues of race and diversity 
became key discussion topics here at gslis,” said austin, now the 
current project coordinator for mix it Up! “We wanted to specifically 
focus on bringing candidates in from underrepresented groups, not 
only to bring greater representation to gslis but also because 
having librarians who represent the entire population is important  
to the actual advocacy that can be done.”

“our goal is to combine theory and practice to strengthen youth 
advocacy,” said montague. “students are expected to not only 
engage with their organizations but to implement and apply 
strategies focused on youth advocacy. our weekly meetings are 
invaluable as an opportunity to get new ideas and discuss what is 
working and what could use improvement.” 

as the project closes out its first year, both montague and austin 
are feeling optimistic. “relationships between the University and 
community organizations can be tricky, and i think that for the most 
part, we’ve negotiated that pretty well,” said austin. 

montague agrees: “the students are enthusiastic about what they’re 
doing, and our community partners seem really pleased. right 
now, i’m feeling a lot of energy. We’ve got solid, attainable goals for 
the program, great community partners, and a wonderful group of 
students. i am excited to see how the project continues to develop.”

neW pRoject AddResses issues in youth AdvocAcy (continued from page 1)

“right now, i’m feeling a lot of energy. We’ve got solid, 

attainable goals for the program, great community 

partners, and a wonderful group of students. i am 

excited to see how the project continues to develop.” 
 —Rae-Anne Montague, assistant dean and faculty advisor for ELSEY

ApplicAtions ARe noW BeinG RevieWed
to extend mix it Up! in 2012–2013.  
positions are available for master’s-level 
students. see the mix it Up! website at  
http://mixituplis.wordpress.com/  
for more information.
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at the intersection of the arts and social change stands a small 
library that, despite its size, is making a huge impact on the artistic 
and activist communities at both the local and international level.

provisions learning project began in 2002 as a project under 
the gaea foundation to better facilitate the interactions between 
artists and activist causes. over the past decade, the project has 
blossomed into a research, education, and production center that 
houses a 6,000-volume collection of books devoted solely to art 
and activism. it offers a series of public programming that includes 
lectures, exhibitions, and workshops, and it provides a communal 
space for artists and activists to meet and exchange ideas, critiques, 
and current projects.

“our goals are really two-fold,” said Donald russell, executive 
director. “We want to help artists be more socially active, and we 
want to offer activists the resources to get more creative with  
 their projects.”

the center is staffed almost exclusively by interns and volunteers 
and is fueled by their belief in the impact of this project. one such 
volunteer is Will Kent, a gslis master’s student, who first began 
working for provisions during last year’s alternative spring break.

“i came to library school with a strong interest in the social 
application of information literacy,” said Kent. “provisions is doing 
exactly that, just in a really interesting, unconventional way. When i 
heard about it, i was immediately intrigued.”

During the week of spring break and for a six-week stint last summer, 
Kent worked closely with the center’s collection and assisted with 
various projects, all of which revolved around the 36 “research 
meridians,” or subject areas, as defined on the provisions website. 
these meridians were the result of extensive discussions with artists, 
activists, academics, and journalists and serve as the touchstone for 
the center’s mission and activity.

“the meridians cover a wide range of topics, and while they overlap, 
that is exactly what we want,” said russell. “the more intersections 
you have between the meridians, the more questions and ideas you 
generate. We’re looking to be a source of inspiration and action, not 
simply a static collection.”

indeed, artists regularly make appointments to research the special 
collection’s stacks and attend the weekly art critique hosted by 
russell. meanwhile, the library website is a flurry of activity that 
highlights recent and upcoming events, current hot topic issues in 
the field, and potential opportunities for activism and projects.

the center also has partnered with galleries in Washington, DC and 
new york: the library’s staff curate exhibits and provide materials 
to complement the exhibits’ content. attendees at a gallery show 
will not only get the chance to see socially conscious work by 
up-and-coming and established artists, but they also will have the 
chance to check out the various “mini-libraries” of books selected 
by the provisions staff to help elaborate on the topics covered in 
the exhibit. provisions is increasingly committed to taking art into 
public space, such as their Collective White house (http://www.
collectivewhitehouse.org/CWh/the_Casa_blanDa.html) project 
in medellin, Colombia.

“We really wanted to break down the preciousness of the gallery 
space and transform it into a learning environment,” said russell.

after helping out for a week last spring, Kent was invited back for the 
summer to help prepare for the center’s recent move from its space 
in Washington, DC to its current home at the school of art at george 
mason University in fairfax, virginia. the center is looking to maintain 
its current resources and connection with the DC community, while 
broadening its services into the academic realm.

“We always wanted to partner with an educational institution. the 
relocation is a great opportunity for the center to serve as a 

liaison between the arts and other academic departments 
university-wide, such as the school of Conflict analysis and 
transformation,” said russell.

Kent spent his time at provisions developing a service model 
that would allow the center to do just that.

“the center was going to be working with a whole new 
population, so we wanted to get an idea of what those 
partnerships would look like,” said Kent. “i wanted to develop 
ideas that would facilitate interaction between art students and 
the local community and with other organizations on campus.”

russell also is beginning a residency program in the next year 
that would bring in artists, scholars, and activists from around 
the country to do more focused work on one or more of the 
meridians. he also is looking to expand the center’s link to the 
humanities, science, and engineering fields as well.

“provisions is a new take on an old idea,” says Kent, “it’s 
working to facilitate all types of literacies among different 
populations by bringing their resources together and inspiring 
creative connections between its patrons.”

russell echoes that sentiment: “the center isn’t intended  
to be an ultimate authority on arts and activism but rather a  
place to start seeing creative connections and then move 
them forward.”

provisions: FAll Reunion 2011

last fall gslis held our first fall reunion, a month-long 
series of on-campus and online events providing alumni 
with opportunities to connect with current faculty, staff, 
and students. alumni were invited to attend lectures, 
hear about current research, interact with students, and 
engage socially with the gslis community.

over 280 people participated in the events, including  
a tailgate party, lectures, and gslis in a flash, a  
pecha-Kucha style event showcasing student projects.  
Watch the gslis eUpdate for announcements about 
this year’s reunion activities! if you don’t currently 
receive the eUpdate and would like to subscribe, 
please email lis-dev@illinois.edu.

a library at the crossroads of art and activism
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gslis is pleased to announce the addition of two new faculty members: nicole a. Cooke 
and emily Knox will join gslis as assistant professors in august 2012.

Cooke’s research interests include human information behavior in online settings;  
lis distance education and instruction; the retention and mentoring of minority librarians  
and lis doctoral students; and leadership, organizational development, and communication  
in libraries.

Cooke received her ba in communication and an mls from rutgers, the state University 
of new Jersey; an m.ed from pennsylvania state University; and is now completing her 
phD in communication, information, and library studies at rutgers. she comes to gslis 
from montclair state University’s sprague library, where she has worked as an instruction 
librarian and tenured assistant professor for nine years; she is also an ala spectrum 
Doctoral fellow and was named a library Journal mover & shaker in 2007.

“i am thrilled and honored to be joining gslis, a leader in our field and a cutting-edge 
school poised for continued growth and innovation. i am looking forward to working with the 
dynamic faculty and students, and growing as a scholar and lis educator,” said Cooke.

Knox’s research interests include intellectual freedom and censorship, book history and 
reading practices, and information ethics and policy. she received her ba in religion from 
smith College, an ma from the University of Chicago Divinity school, an ms in library and 
information science from the University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and is completing 
her phD in communication, information, and library studies at rutgers. emily was the 
associate director and reference librarian at the st. mark’s (now Keller) library of the 
general theological seminary of the episcopal Church in new york City for five years  
before returning to doctoral studies.

“i’m thrilled that i will be returning to illinois to join the gslis faculty. my own research in 
information cultures is an excellent fit with gslis’s current research areas. i’m excited to 
continue my research program and teach in such a vibrant and collegial environment,”  
said Knox.

“We are absolutely delighted to welcome these outstanding young scholars as new faculty 
members at gslis,” said allen renear, interim dean. “both bring solid, deep, and varied 
experience in libraries, as well as engaging fundamental research agendas in areas critical 
to advancing the understanding and shaping of information organizations and practices.”

GSLIS Professor Emeritus D. W. Krummel 

has received the 2012 Lifetime Achievement 

Award from the Society for American Music 

for his distinguished research and teaching 

in American-music printing, publishing,  

and resources.

Krummel earned degrees in music from 

the University of Michigan, where he briefly 

served on the music faculty. He completed 

his doctorate in library science in 1958, while 

working in the Music Division of the Library 

of Congress (1956–61). Later he was head 

of reference and associate librarian at the 

Newberry Library in Chicago (1962–69). He 

also served on the Rare Book School faculty 

(1990–2008) at Columbia University and  

in Virginia.

In 1970, Krummel joined the GSLIS 

faculty, which in 1994 honored him with a 

festschrift, Music Publishing & Collecting: 

Essays in Honor of Donald W. Krummel. In 

addition to his teaching and publications in 

library science, he has authored and edited 

several landmarks in music scholarship as 

well as in bibliography, including Resources 

of American Music History (1981) and 

Bibliographical Handbook of American 

Music (1987). Krummel continues to teach 

occasional GSLIS courses in bibliography 

and library history and is preparing his next 

publication, The Anatomy of Bibliography.

Bonnie Mak and Julia Pollack recently 

presented their ongoing research about 

the future of librarianship in, “A Cabinet 

of Curiosity: the Library’s Dead Time,” at 

Champaign’s Figure One Gallery. The 

exhibition is composed of six sculptures 

that interrogate selected moments in the 

production and circulation of information. 

Within this framework, the librarian is 

positioned as a key figure to help explicate 

the practices of knowledge-making. An 

interview with Mak, an assistant professor 

at GSLIS, and master’s student Pollack 

about the Cabinet appears on the Library 

as Incubator Project blog (http://www.

libraryasincubatorproject.org/?p=4052).

Mak is recipient of a Research 

Board Award from the Office of the Vice 

Chancellor for Research, which will be 

used to support further outreach. She and 

Pollack have already shared their Cabinet 

project with students and faculty at the 

annual GSLIS Research Showcase. The 

two collaborators are now developing a 

portable version of the Cabinet to present 

at the conference, Knowledge in a Box, 

in Kavala, Greece, in July 2012 as a way 

to foster discussion about librarianship, 

information, and its infrastructures with a 

global community of scholars from across 

the disciplines.

Melissa Wong (MS ’94), GSLIS adjunct 

faculty member, has received the 2012 

Campus Award for Excellence in Online 

& Distance Teaching. The award, given 

annually by the Office of Online and 

Continuing Education, honors quality of 

teaching as well as the commitment and 

creativity of the instructor.

“It was an honor to be nominated by the 

School, especially given how many excellent 

teachers we have in GSLIS,” said Wong.  

“As a teacher, I receive outstanding support 

from the School and have the privilege of 

working with creative, passionate, dedicated 

students every day.  I think this award is a 

testament to the exceptionally high quality 

of every aspect of our LEEP program.”

Wong was nominated by Linda C. 

Smith, GSLIS associate dean for academic 

programs, who praised her online teaching 

excellence and noted her regular appearance 

on the campus’s List of Teachers Ranked  

as Excellent.

“Melissa Wong is an exceptionally 

engaging and innovative teacher, capable 

of appealing to diverse student learning 

styles and inspiring even the most reserved 

students to participate,” said Smith. 

“She also actively mentors new adjunct 

instructors, graciously sharing her course 

materials and teaching strategies.”

KRuMMel honoRed FoR 
liFetiMe AchieveMent  
in AMeRicAn Music

MAK, pollAcK And  
 ‘A cABinet  
oF cuRiosity’ 

WonG Receives  
cAMpus AWARd FoR  
teAchinG excellence

new gslis faculty
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the tassel project

AluMnA Receives 
FulBRiGht GRAnt

Please consider honoring GSLIS faculty and/or staff through the 
LSAA Tassel Project, which was established in 2011 by the Library 
School Alumni Association (LSAA) to support the creation of an 
endowed professorship in the School.

With a contribution level matched to your graduation year  
(i.e. $20.12 in recognition of the 2012 graduation year), you can 
honor a faculty or staff member who had an impact on your GSLIS 
educational experience. In recognition of your contribution, you will 
receive a commemorative yellow GSLIS tassel, and all faculty and 
staff who are honored will be notified.

We’d like to thank the following GSLIS alumni, students, and friends 
for participating in the Tassel Project so far:

michelle Chronister (ms ’09) and Joshua finnell  
(ms ’07) are among those honored by Library 
Journal’s annual list of movers and shakers 
for 2012.

Chronister is a program analyst with the U.s. general 
services administration responsible for the social 
media program on Usa.gov. she is being recognized 
for her work to increase the interaction between the 
government and citizens who post on facebook  
and twitter. 

finnell is the humanities librarian at Denison 
University in ohio and is a visiting lecturer in the 
school and media library Certification program at 
mcneese state University in lake Charles, louisiana. 
in 2010, finnell also earned the special Collections 
Certificate from the midwest book and manuscript 
studies program administered by gslis, the 
University of illinois rare book and manuscript  
library, and the soybean press.

Congratulations to both!

Debra Aper
Karyn Applegate
Nanthida Barranis 
Katrina  Bromann
Rebecca Brown
Bertha Chang 
Stephanie Davis-Kahl
Julia Derden

Nanette Wargo Donohue
Timothy G. Donohue
Cecelia Eilering
Elyssa Halinski
Merinda Kaye Hensley
David Allen Kates
Ana Lucic
Lacy McDonald

Mary McNeil
Dipesh Navsaria
Megan Sapp Nelson
Debra Newell
Mardell O’Brien
Stephanie Ognar
Susan Pasini
Mary Jane Petrowski

Trudy Preston 
Ellen Rehn
Diana Riederer
Emilie Robb
Adam Rusch 
Samantha Schaal 
Wendy Schumacher
Judith Siess

Carol Simmons
Kenneth Spelke
Joan Sutherland
Jennifer Tait
Mary Wilkes Towner
Christopher Williams
Ronald Witherspoon

To participate in the Tassel Project, visit our Give Now page and select the “Faculty” tab, choose “LSAA Endowed Professorship,” and click the 
“Make your gift” button. Be sure to include the name of the faculty or staff member you would like to honor in the “Special Instructions” box.

Lizzie Johnson (MS ’10) was recently named the recipient of 

a Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship through the U.S. 

Department of State Fulbright Program.

The assistantship placed Johnson at the St. Kliment Ohridski 

University in Bitola in the southwest part of Macedonia for the  

2011–2012 academic year. There, she worked with a U.S.-based 

professor as the on-site assistant for a distance-learning course 

in English literature, gave presentations on higher education and 

college life in the U.S., and led a book club at a cultural center in 

Bitola. She also developed training workshops for staff and teachers 

at a public school where they had only recently opened the library, 

covering ideas for outreach, tech services, and integrating library 

resources into the school curriculum.

Johnson’s interest in the program was fueled primarily by her 

curiosity about international librarianship as well as services to 

multi-lingual populations. During her studies at GSLIS, she was a 

graduate assistant in the Slavic library, and she has always found 

the cross-cultural exchange of information to be an exciting process.  

She chose to apply to Macedonia because of her long-standing 

fascination with the Balkan region, an interest that was only further 

solidified by her recent time spent studying and working in Greece.

Eventually, Johnson would like to find a cataloging or reference/

instruction position where she can continue to address the issues 

of international librarianship, and she feels that her experiences in 

Macedonia have brought her closer to achieving that goal.

“The grant has been a great opportunity to gain insight on higher education 

outside of the U.S. and further develop my classroom instruction skills. I was able 

to gain first-hand experience with developing library services for English language 

learners, international students, and anyone who may use multi-lingual resources,” 

she said.

When not working or studying in Bitola, Johnson was able to travel to many 

places within Macedonia and experience the amazing cultural and linguistic 

diversity that exists there from town to town. “I’ve been able to see many examples 

of traditional visual and performing arts, festivals, and Roman archaeological sites, 

as well as to discover the delicious food and wine available in Macedonia. There 

is so much natural beauty here, as well, and I’ve had the pleasure of hiking in the 

national parks and enjoying the scenery of Lake Ohrid,” she said. “The people 

I’ve met have been amazingly kind and willing to share with me their insights on 

Macedonia’s long history and on the country’s future. I really hope to return in 

coming years as my time in Macedonia on the Fulbright grant has been a wonderful 

experience, both professionally and personally.”

 The Fulbright program is sponsored by the U.S. State Department and is   

the largest U.S. international exchange program offering opportunities for 

students, scholars, and professionals to undertake international graduate study, 

advanced research, university teaching, and teaching in elementary and  

secondary schools worldwide.
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Although every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, errors may occur. If we have omitted your name or listed your name incorrectly, 
we apologize and ask that you please contact the GSLIS Office of Advancement at (217) 333-2973 or lis-dev@illinois.
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the average information user might not immediately see the 
connection between rare book studies and humanities data curation, 
but gslis student robin Camille Davis recognizes that the two 
specializations are really just part of the same larger process.

“it’s all about preserving the cultural record—be it in a digital 
format or otherwise,” Davis said. “throughout my life, the book 
has obviously had a huge impact but so have other platforms of 
information. i have the same nostalgia for the computer games i 
played as a child that i have for the books i read.”

to be fair, Davis’s interest in the book goes beyond fond memories 
of the boxcar Children. While pursuing her undergraduate degree 
in english at brown University, Davis developed a fascination with 
the form of the old manuscript and began collecting dictionaries. 
simultaneously, she found herself intrigued by the emerging field 
of digital humanities while working as a web designer at brown’s 
scholarly technology group (now part of the Center for Digital 
scholarship) on grant-funded humanities projects. 

her dual interest eventually brought her to gslis to pursue  
her degree.

“i had applied to other schools, but gslis was always my top 
choice,” Davis said. “i’m thrilled to be here.”

last summer, Davis completed a nine-week internship at the 
smithsonian institution archives, supported by the Data Curation 
education program for the humanities at gslis. it was an 
experience that was as exhilarating as it was challenging. although 
the smithsonian had been archiving digital information for many 
years, there was still no standard process in place for web  
preservation, and part of Davis’s duties was to design a workflow  
to preserve all the web content the organization produces.

“there are over one hundred offices that fall under the smithsonian, 
and each one has a web presence, producing quite a bit of 
content,” Davis said. “you can imagine how challenging it would 

be to streamline all that. the archives gave me a lot of support as i 
learned the ropes. i really benefited from the advice and assistance 
of the electronic records archivist and the Digital services team.”

besides the sheer amount of information, there was also the issue of 
the software used to collect it. the program had been designed by 
an outside entity and was not quite as specific in its scope of capture 
as the archivists at the smithsonian would have wanted. Davis 
conducted a series of tests to determine exactly how the software 
was working and then configured the program to perform more 
specific and thorough crawls. in the end, Davis ended up capturing 
over one-half million pieces of content that would then go on to be 
reviewed and accessioned by the archivists.

“i think my most important contribution, however, was the 
documentation i left for the archivists and future interns,” Davis said. 

“i kept a thorough record of everything i did and my process. the 
smithsonian has over one thousand interns per year, so there’s a 
lot of turnover, and i hope the documentation will contribute toward 
refining the web preservation policy.”

although she was up to her elbows in software configuration, Davis’s 
love for rare books and manuscripts didn’t suffer in the least.

“one of my favorite parts of working at the smithsonian was being 
able to take field trips to cold storage and check some of the items 
there,” she said. “i was able to look at letters written by the Wright 
brothers and the will left by James smithson, who donated his 
estate to the U.s. to establish what would become the  
smithsonian institution.”

Davis will be graduating in may and hopes to find a position in an 
archives or memory institution that will capitalize on her interest in 
the digital humanities. 

“Data curation is an important emerging field, and i am looking 
forward to meeting the challenges,” she said.

When matthew smith (ms ’11) and his wife temporarily relocated 
from the United states to gibraltar so she could pursue her doctoral 
research, smith thought he’d spend the time volunteering for a local 
library and building his library skill set. as it turned out, he ended 
up doing that and much more when his volunteering turned into a 
contracted position that had him overseeing the transition of gibraltar’s 
garrison library from a military institution to a national library. 

smith’s path to gibraltar was as unexpected as his foray into the 
library world itself. With lifelong interests in music (he wanted to 
write music for movie soundtracks as a child) and history, smith 
always has been one to jump at opportunities to learn something 
new. after completing a bachelor of arts degree in history from 
messiah College, he spent about six months working as a technical 
services assistant in an academic library until his wife was accepted 
to the University of illinois to pursue her doctorate in british history. 
the two moved to Urbana, where smith began shelving books for 
the Urbana free library, and eventually, he decided to apply to 
library school. 

“i knew i wanted to go back to school for a master’s degree, but i 
couldn’t decide between library science and education. finally, after 
talking with some of the librarians at Urbana, i chose library school,” 
smith said. “i really enjoy researching and working with people 
who are experts in their fields. there’s nothing like finding that little 
nugget of information that everyone has been looking for.”

While pursuing his master’s, smith worked at the facilities and 
information resources Department (a small library responsible for 
managing all of the architectural and engineering information for 
the buildings and utilities on campus), volunteered as a technology 
assistant at the Urbana free library, and served as president of the 
campus chapter of the special libraries association. all of these 
experiences would eventually come in quite handy after graduation, 
when he and his wife would move abroad. 

“on a professional level, i arrived in gibraltar at the perfect time,” 
smith said. the gibraltar garrison library was built in the late 1700s 

for the british military officers to use while on duty and had been 
owned and operated by the british military until it was transferred 
over to the gibraltar government in september 2011—right around 
when smith happened to arrive in gibraltar. 

“the new director of the garrison library had a phD in literature but 
did not have a library degree, and there were no other librarians in 
gibraltar,” said smith. “i started by volunteering my time helping with 
supervising volunteers and cataloging. a few weeks into my stay i 
was hired on a short-term contract as a consultant.”

as a consultant, smith advised the director on policy matters, such 
as writing a collection development and gift policy, and creating 
a long-term and short-term strategic plan on how to transform 
the library from a military to a national library. he also organized 
and supervised the volunteers in book preservation and took an 
inventory of the collection. 

smith’s skills also were utilized by the administrators of gibraltar’s 
local public library. in an effort to increase usage and circulation, 
smith helped government officials at the gibraltar public library 
develop a short-term marketing plan as well as collection 
development and internet usage policies. he even was asked to 
lead a professional development day to teach paraprofessionals at 
the public library how to classify using Dewey.

“i have really enjoyed being able to put into practice many of the 
things that i learned at gslis,” smith said of his time in gibraltar. 

“since i was the only librarian in gibraltar, people came to me as the 
expert in my field, and that forced me to put the skills that i learned 
both in the classroom and as a graduate assistant into practice and 
solidified who i am as a librarian.”

smith returned to the United states in January 2012 and took a 
position as part-time assistant law librarian at mcnees Wallace 
& nurick, llC, a mid-sized law firm in harrisburg, pennsylvania. 
eventually, smith hopes to find a full-time position with the 
Congressional research service (Crs) at library of Congress.

student profile: robin davisalumni profile: matthew smith
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as we move forward, gslis will build on the success of the 
campaign to address current and future challenges, allowing 
us to continue our leadership and excellence in library and 
information science education and research. We will continue 
to work toward an endowed chair, for which we’ve raised 
$1.25m of the $2m required, and to work with the library 
school alumni association on an endowed professorship,  
for which we’ve raised $125,000 of the $1m needed.

according to Diana stroud, gslis assistant dean for 
advancement and alumni relations, “the resounding success 
of our brilliant futures Campaign can only be attributed to the 
good works of many people. from the initial work by susan 
barrick and the commitment shown through the years by linda 
C. smith, leigh estabrook, terry Weech, John Unsworth, the 
gslis Campaign advisory board, the advancement staff, and 
countless others, it took many hands to achieve our goals—
and to aspire to even greater heights.”

each contribution, in whatever manner or amount, has 
contributed to the success of this campaign. We extend  
thanks to the following list of individuals and organizations  
who supported gslis during the period from July 1, 2003,  
to December 31, 2011. 

gslis surpasses 
campaign goal

(continued from page 1)

totAl GivinG: $19.8M
alumni ($7.4m)
corporate partners ($5.5m)
private foundations ($5m)
other organizations ($770k)
friends* ($913k)
students ($190k)

*including faculty and staff who are not alumni

lisa m. abbott 
vondra shaw abbott 
stephen K. abram 
meredith adami 
paul t. adams 
James p. adamson 
l. Kurt adamson 
martha C. adamson 
elisa e. addlesperger 
robert J. adelsperger 
sarah W. aderholdt 
vikram s. adve 
laura n. akerman 
betty n. alberts 
bruce m. alberts 
John b. albright 
mary rachel alexander 
rebecca m. alexander 
mohammad b. al-heeti 
bradley J. allen 

Deborah r. allen 
echo galbraith allen 
frances ott allen 
mary beth allen 
melissa J. allen 
nancy h. allen 
nicole e. allen 
rose m. allen 
melody m. allison 
margaret l. almon 
Daylily C. alvarez 
maureen r. ambrosino 
rosalie Cuneo amer 
brian D. ames 
penny J. ames 
Connie l. amon 
mark e. andersen 
ann m. anderson 
Chris m. anderson 
David g. anderson 

David r. anderson 
Janet a. anderson 
Karen a. anderson 
le moyne W. anderson 
linda anderson 
monica anderson 
sara ellen anderson 
sharon m. anderson 
malisa J. anderson-strait 
michael J. andrejasich 
elizabeth andresen 
James b. andrews Jr. 
susan m. andrews 
theodora Ulrey andrews 
linda anselmo 
mary a. anthes 
margaret s. anthony 
Debra l. aper 
Karyn J. applegate 
David l. arans 

robert l. archer 
Kregg e. argenta 
Julia b. armistead 
m. michele arms 
Kimberly l. armstrong 
linda g. armstrong 
Wendell h. arneson 
richard p. arsenty 
elizabeth a. arthur 
emily J. asch 
Carol ash 
lila oliver asher 
beth e. ashmore 
Christine e. attinasi 
Caitlin augusta 
susan f. augustine 
lawrence W. s. auld 
Jeanie austin 
Kurt J. austin 
renee austin 

amani f. ayad 
moustafa m. ayad 
norman C. bach 
lucia i. backus 
D. gordon bagby 
felicia r. bagby 
Jian bai 
Jean a. baile 
Debra bailey 
m. sheryl bailey 
James e. baker 
liesil baker 
lucy e. baker 
patricia K. bakunas 
barbara C. balbach-

haines 
Kathleen mehaffey 

balcom 
William t. balcom 
bryan J. baldus 

terry l. baldwin 
barbara ballinger 
Daniel J. balz 
nancy J. balz 
barbara minne banek 
Cathy i. baranowski 
peter baranowski 
rosemarie baratta 
John p. barclay 
gail p. bardhan 
rebecca s. bare 
anne K. barker 
Jean m. barker 
bruce o. barkley 
Joseph C. barkmeier 
margaret m. barks 
alison K. barner 
anna m. barnes 
barbara l. barnes 
laura l. barnes 

emily a. barney 
patricia K. barr 
nanthida J. barranis 
r. Kirby barrick 
susan K. barrick 
Cassandra barron 
Cynthia barron 
lucy ann barron 
mark e. barron 
stacie barron 
Jill l. barr-Walker 
Daphne bartholomew 
rita m. bartholomew 
laurie bartolini 
leandro a. bartolini 
henry o. barton 
ellen K. bassett 
Jeffrey n. bassett 
David e. batista 
emily J. batista 
sandra l. batzli 
linda a. bauer 
Charles h. baumann 
earlene baumunk 
ruth e. bauner 
richard Jean bazile 
elaine a. bearden 
lisa lynn beckers 
Carroll m. beckham 
Jo beckwith 
susan e. bekiares 
Wayne e. bekiares 
tekla K. bekkedal 
lucille h. belcher 
John ed bell 
lois m. bellamy 
ardell m. bengtson 
marjorie C. bengtson 
lu benke 
Carl r. bennett 
Donna bennett 
Kathleen m. bennett 
myron bennett 
scott b. bennett 
terrence b. bennett 
april a. bennington 
molly a. bentsen 
Dale m. bentz 
David a. bereiter 
Dominique f. bereiter 
narges berenji-harley 
Joel p. berger 
sidney e. berger 
mark h. bergren 
sue bergren 
sue a. bergstrom 
anna l. berkes 
David allen berner 
Deborah berner 
Carol g. l. berry 
Jary a. berry 
Dora r. bertram 
larry X. besant 
Donna l. bessant 
matthew C. beth 
mary i. beveridge 

Jessica e. beverly 
thad l. beyle 
tracy bicknell-holmes 
Judith a. bikel 
rachel e. bindman 
marie b. bingham 
leo e. birchler 
paula D. birchler 
annette birdsall 
adam m. birr 
rebecca a. birr 
ann p. bishop 
Dolores m. bishop 
nancy D. bishop 
mary e. bissey 
alistair m. black 
betty C. black 
Joseph l. blackburn 
sharon lee blackburn 
ann l. blair 
edward a. blair 
valerie blair 
amy blake 
amy K. blanchard 
James r. blank Jr. 
nancy g. blase 
ronald D. blazek 
barbara W. blinks 
edwin D. blinks 
vivian b. bliss 
Kathleen m. bloch 
lore bloch 
philip s. bloch 
erik r. blomstedt 
Jackalie l. blue 
Charlotte m. blumle 
James e. bobick 
Diane l. bockrath 
lloyd D. bockstruck 
michael J. boedicker 
adele C. boeske 
gary l. bogart 
mary ann boggs 
Kathleen r. bognanni 
salvatore bognanni 
audrey J. bokuniewicz 
susan m. boland 
Julie C. bolding 
sandra C. bolek 
Jon mark bolthouse 
hyla bondareff 
george s. bonn trust 
marlene C. book 
margaret m. booker 
Jo anne boorkman 
richard e. bopp 
margaret borchers 
gaby p. borel 
Jacqueline a. bourey-

meyer 
Jessica J. bowdoin 
Johanna e. bowen 
virginia l. bower 
brooke J. bowman 
Cheryl J. boyd 
gladys J. boyer 

John r. boyer 
sandra lee braber-

grove 
Jane t. bradford 
Catherine C. bradley 
Johanna r. bradley 
larry p. bradley 
michael g. bradley 
rachael l. bradley 
margaret a. bradow 
Kenneth e. bradshaw 
mary Clare brady 
laura e. bramble 
alice m. brandolino 
richard r. brandolino 
faith brautigam 
James p. bray 
rodger W. brayden 
Kathleen breckenridge 
reverend William o. 

breedlove ii
beth a. breiter 
reverend nolan r. 

bremer 
Katherine r. bremser 
mary lu b. bretsch 
ellen f. brewer 
Jacquelyn l. brewer 
philip m. brewer 
Jane a. brichford 
maynard J. brichford 
mary l. brickey 
linda J. bridges 
edna b. briggs 
Kathleen a. brinkmann 
ruth Cox britton 
pamela r. broadley 
maureen n. brodar 
harold a. brokish 
linda m. brokish 
Katrina a. bromann 
Karen K. bronshteyn 
elizabeth s. brooks 
Jeffrey s. brooks 
John W. brooks 
shirley a. brosch 
phillip brottman 
amy e. brown 
rebecca l. brown 
susan m. brown 
gaylen r. brubaker 
bertram Camp bruce 
susan porter bruce 
eugenia K. brumm 
michael J. brun 
Charles l. brunk 
sharron a. brunk 
David a. brunkow 
Jeanne l. brunkow 
Cynthia l. bryan 
eileen scully brzozowski 
Jason t. brzozowski 
Julie a. buchheim 
mark a. buchheim 
barbara r. buchman 
betty Jo buckingham 

Jeffrey s. bullington 
Charles a. bunge 
Joanne C. bunge 
nena burbank 
georgeann l. burch 
patricia p. burg 
erika e. burge 
ann h. burger 
robert h. burger 
erwin Charles 

burmeister 
Catherine burnsed 
Jeanne m. burrell 
Dianna K. burt 
harry h. burt 
leonore J. burts 
Carmel C. bush 
elizabeth K. bush 
John J. bush 
sarah l. bush 
ellen r. butchart 
Karen f. buth 
John e. butler 
Kathleen a. butler 
Karen a. buxton 
edna mary byerly 
mary Cage 
philip m. Calcagno 
alana K. Callender 
paul D. Callister 
nora J. Cambier 
ann Campbell 
John lewis Campbell 
rachel r. Campbell 
roy h. Campbell 
Charlyn C. Canada 
Dean s. Canada 
vincent Cancilla 
laura C. Canfield 
victoria f. Caplan 
Kate Capps 
virginia mattson Carden 
patricia a. Cardenas 
Joann C. Carhart 
linda v. Carlisle 
Curtis r. Carlson 
Dudley b. Carlson 
erica a. Carlson 
gerald m. Carlson 
Kathleen b. Carlson 
melvin a. Carlson Jr. 
patricia t. Carlson 
C. Jane b. Carnall 
Jeffrey b. Carns 
paula mae Carns 
Diane f. Carothers 
John C. Carpenter 
Kathryn h. Carpenter 
mary J. Carrera 
nicholas J. Carrera 
barbara a. Carroll 
bruce J. Carroll 
lois e. Carroll 
ruth Carol Carter 
mary l. Cartwright 
thomas h. Cartwright 

stephen D. Casler 
Clara e. Castelo 
J. antonio Castro 
Jolien r. Catlin 
paul K. Cauthen 
louise ann Cayo 
David Ceperley 
faye a. Chadwell 
Jane e. Chamberlain 
elizabeth Chambers 
siobhan m. Champ-

blackwell 
bertha p. Chang 
Jeffrey h. Chang 
Jenny r. Chao 
szu-yu Chao 
Julie mary Chapman 
linda t. Chapman 
robert h. Chappell Jr. 
evangeline Chekouras 
hong Chen 
Jieru Chen 
Zhimin Chen 
Catherine b. Cheng 
tao Cheng 
rose marie Chenoweth 
James Chervinko 
thea b. Chesley 
Dudee Chiang 
martha p. Childers 
ralph n. Childs 
sally J. Chilson 
lynn K. Chmelir 
nancy J. Choice 
James s. Chow 
fatt C. Choy 
h. faye Christenberry 
beth e. Christensen 
evan J. Christensen 
Wayne e. Christenson 
James r. Christopher 
michelle e. Chronister 
Carl J. Chung 
ann e. Churukian 
pauline a. Cianciolo 
stacey l. Cisneros 
michael e. Claffey 
barton m. Clark 
Dorlene a. Clark 
Joan b. Clark 
nancy K. Clark 
oliver J. Clark 
sharon e. Clark 
Joanne r. Claussen 
sheryl h. Clayton 
helen p. Clements 
Cynthia toland Clennon 
evelyn s. Clift 
lynn s. Cline 
michèle v. Cloonan 
michael a. Cobb 
leonard Coburn 
marci a. Cohen 
terry g. Colbert 
Douglas l. Cole 
lisa Cole 

phyllis Cole 
prudence b. Cole 
timothy W. Cole 
anita s. Coleman 
fred Coleman iii 
rosetta Coleman 
scott a. Coleman 
pamela r. Collebrusco 
Cynthia C. Colletti 
laurie Collins-Cichon 
virginia a. Colten-

bradley 
mary Conable 
emily turner Condill 
Kit Condill 
Kathleen m. Conley 
brian a. Conn 
Christopher J. Connell 
fred J. Connell 
ruth s. Connell 
tschera h. Connell 
linda Conroy 
laurence J. Cook 
peter o. Cookingham 
lillian m. Cooley 
mata-marie h. Cooney 
mary l. Copley 
matthew a. Cordial 
sheila a. Core 
Jean blue Corey 
sandra r. Corkins-

schmidt 
beverly m. Cotter 
george t. Couston 
peggy h. Cover 
barbara Cox 
nancy K. Coxe 
Carolyn l. Crabtree 
melissa h. Cragin 
Diana J. Crane 
giles l. Crane 
margaret field Crane 
Carey e. Cranston 
shannon p. Crary 
Kathleen W. Craver 
stephanie D. Crawford 
Javier b. Crespo 
s. m. Cripe 
stuart D. Cripe 
ruth D. Crockett 
betty m. e. Croft 
vicki f. Croft 
elizabeth J. Cronan 
John e. Cronan Jr. 
louise m. Crook 
ellen Crosby 
ronald b. Cross 
John r. Crouch 
Kathryn J. Crouch 
amanda C. Crowley 
Cindy Cuccia 
Katherine l. Cullinan 
mary Catherine Cureton 
gary a. Cziko 
lawrence a. D’Urso 
richard J. Daddieco 
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anders C. Dahlgren 
susan m. Dailey 
larayne J. Dallas 
patricia J. Dalton 
Chinh Dam 
barbara J. D’angelo 
nan h. Daniels 
eugene Danilenko 
reverend randa J. 

D’aoust 
neil e. Das 
robert allen Daugherty 
nettie Davenport 
matthew David 
glen C. Davies 
avis Jane Davis 
Charles e. Davis 
Donald g. Davis Jr. 
Joyce Davis 
mary ellen K. Davis 
nancy Davis 
norman e. Davis 
stephanie Delano Davis 
susan gray Davis 
suzanne s. Davis 
todd p. Davis 
stephanie rebecca 

Davis-Kahl 
elizabeth a. Dawson 
gordon W. Day 
Katherine s. Day 
Karen J. Deangelo 
susan m. Deaver 
paul t. Debevec 
Wyman p. Deck 
lloyde D. Dees 
barbara J. Deffley 
reverend harry K. 

Deffley 
timothy h. Defries 
Kathryn Degraff 
brian p. Dehart 
mildred m. Dekoff 
robert s. Deland 
Zhiqun Deng 
patrick D. Dennis 
elizabeth g. Dennison 
Kirsten s. Dennison 
Debra l. Denslaw 
melissa Depper 
James D. Derden 
Julia m. Derden 
Christina m. Desai 
Uday Desai 
melvin g. Desart 
Donald g. Desmett 
Jean a. Desmond 
Dorothy l. Despain 
ibtesam a. Dessouky 
a. mark Dettman 
Donna J. Dettman 
edward J. Devillez 
Carol a. Devoss 
gene l. Dewey 
gerald t. DeWitt 
ranjit s. Dhillon 

Casey m. Diana 
Jeffrey r. Dick 
lisa a. r. Dick 
oleva l. Dick 
robert m. Dickau 
adeline e. Dickey 
Janet l. Dickey 
shawn m. Dicus 
eileen K. Diercks 
bonita Dickinson Dillard 
mary a. Dillinger 
andrea l. Dinkelman 
Kate Dipronio 
nancy J. Disch 
mary Jo Divilbiss 
Carol m. Dix 
martha patterson Dixon 
sandra C. Dixon 
Catherine g. Dobrovolny 
michael p. Doiel 
Diane D. Dold 
Jianhua Dong 
nanette Wargo Donohue 
timothy g. Donohue 
alyson naimoli Dorfman 
marcia t. Dorfman 
terrie Dorio 
Janet a. Dornhoff 
Carol l. Doty 
bruce r. Douglas 
martha r. Douglas 
susan K. Douglas 
adele s. Douglass 
David r. Dowell 
Katherine D. Downton 
margaret Draghi 
J. William Draper 
laura s. Drasgow 
ida r. Dreyfus 
barbara a. Driesner 
frances l. Drone-silvers 
scott C. Drone-silvers 
lori l. Drummond-

Cherniwchan 
David s. Dubin 
lori a. Dubois 
sally mohr Duchow 
Wallace h. Duchow 
susan Dudasik 
george h.t. Dudley 
Judith Jorstad Dudley 
Diane m. Duesterhoeft 
Jennifer Duffy 
Charlotte a. Dugan 
mary m. Dugan 
Kim Dulin 
Dollie b. Dumontelle 
William land Duncan 
robert a. Dunkelberger 
Catherine m. Dunn 
elizabeth a. Dupuis 
antonia Durder 
marilyn r. Durkee 
reverend peter h. Dyck 
margaret Dyer 
James p. Dyke 

Donna o. Dziedzic 
ryan e. eads 
sally a. eakin 
nancy eames 
anne easterly-potter 
linda eatherton 
sharon stine eckert 
marla edelman 
Judith a. edelstein 
anne g. edwards 
Charles W. edwards 
gregory m. edwards 
James l. edwards 
margaret h. edwards 
sandra l. edwards 
t. ashley edwards 
Carolyn J. eggers 
nicolette ehernberger 
Jane e. ehrenhart 
David a. ehrensperger 
helen J. ehrensperger 
Cecelia marie eilering 
susan m. eilering 
Janet r. eklund 
Diana m. elder 
James C. elder 
mohamed m. el hadi 
fernando elichirigoity 
lindsay elliott 
sandra m. ellison 
Carol J. elsen 
James r. elsesser Jr. 
lionelle h. elsesser 
Cheryl asper elzy 
Jamie l. emery 
tryggvi i. emilsson 
paul r. emmons 
amy e. emrick 
gary thomas eng 
susan brenda engels 
elizabeth h. engman 
rudolph l. engman 
Danica D. enlow 
eric g. enlow 
Dena J. epstein 
sarah erekson 
Carol a. erickson 
gordon g. eriksen 
Debra boros erikson 
manuel gustavo erviti 
sarah s. erwin 
leigh s. estabrook 
Kimberly bennie 

etcheson 
Constance l. etter 
brenda C. evans 
Danielle m. evans 
earl eugene evans 
g. edward evans 
gwen evans 
elberta J. ewbank 
linda C. ewbank 
ann J. faiks 
Carolyn s. fang 
ronald K. fark 
michele e. farley 

mary ellen farrell 
shannon l. farrell 
georgene e. fawcett 
Jim fay 
lisa a. fay 
tammy federspiel 
Charity fees 
sarah m. feldner 
gordon l. fellows 
Chad m. fennell 
george e. ferguson 
l. Jane ferguson 
mary e. ferris 
ruth graham field 

estate 
rosalind l. fielder 
elizabeth g. figa 
maria D. figiel-Krueger 
michele m. finerty 
Jeanine e. finn 
John m. finn 
ann butler finnegan 
thomas robert 

finnegan 
William thomas fischer 
allison C. fisher 
Claudia Dahldorf fishler 
francis J. fitzanko 
gail a. flatness 
James a. flatness 
emily fleischer 
mary C. fleischer 
ann e. fleming 
faith D. fleming 
lynn o. fleming 
betsy fletcher 
homer l. fletcher 
Karen e. fletcher 
Kim a. fletcher 
Cheryl l. flinn 
barbara J. flynn 
helen sheimo flynn 
thomas f. flynn 
marilee foglesong 
Daniel W. fogt 
marjorie foley 
Jeanne K. fong 
Diane b. foote 
marjory forbes 
barbara J. ford 
Jeffery l. ford 
John h. forsyth 
nicole e. forsythe 
marjorie fortado 
robert J. fortado 
Kathleen C. fountain 
Kristine K. fowler 
Diane J. fox 
elizabeth m. fox 
Joan m. fox 
linda l. fox 
paula huey fox 
margaret a. frampton 
melissa france 
Connie e. frankenfeld 
michele frankl 

laura m. frantz 
bruce D. fraser 
monta r. frazier 
lila D. fredenburg 
robert s. freeman 
John D. frey 
roxanne C. frey 
anne C. r. friederichs 
Catherine r. friedman 
Joan m. friedman 
laura a. frizol 
paul m. froberg 
patricia froehlich 
stephanie fruhling 
amy l. fry 
nicole m. fry 
hongchun fu 
Keiko fujimoto 
Joseph fulgione Jr. 
marilyn sue K. fuller 
robert s. fuller 
thomas h. fuller Jr. 
John r. fultz 
Julie m. fultz 
nura m. funda 
richard D. furr 
patrick m. gabridge 
tracy a. gabridge 
Donell J. gaertner 
Cecilia K. gaines 
William C. gaines Jr. 
roberta l. gale 
Connell b. gallagher 
nancy l. gallagher 
peg gallivan 
gabriel robert gancarz 
Jon p. gant 
greg Donshan gao 
tommie ann gard 
virginia m. gardner 
Kari J. garman 
Dolores J. garrett 
guy g. garrison 
marc s. gartler 
pasco gasbarro 
leslie g. gasser 
terry l. gasser 
Carol m. gates 
patricia h. gates 
marianne l. gatewood 
george r. gaumond 
nancy geiger 
michele m. gendron 
garret W. gengler 
Jill K. gengler 
paul m. george 
sean george 
Jennifer m. geran 
lisa b. german 
elizabeth anna germany 
michael gershbein 
martha D. gerstenkorn 
susan r. gibberman 
margareth s. gibbs 
mary ellyn gibbs 
Jessica C. gibson 

margaret m. gibson 
robert l. gibson 
Donna J. gilbert 
Kara l. giles 
Jane l. gillespie 
nancy m. gillfillan 
richard a. gillfillan 
esther r. gillie 
Carol J. gillman 
David J. gilner 
mary ann gilpatrick 
David s. ginn
Kelly girard 
Jeanne ann gittings 
Kendal h. gladish 
Kenneth l. gladish 
barbara gladney 
lenore glanz 
geert v. glas 
Dorothy Joens glasby 
Jonathan glasby 
amy J. glass 
anthony r. glass 
Christine goch 
sandra Jo goforth-

mcDougal 
stacey J. goldade 
mary m. goldberg 
gary a. golden 
laura goldfeld 
erich goldhagen 
norma b. goldhagen 
herbert goldhor 
Julia s. goldstein 
Jill D. golrick 
michael a. golrick 
istvan J. gombocz 
barbara s. gontrum 
laurel f. goodgion 
brittney goodman 
margaret a. goodrich 
Kymberly a. goodson 
allyson goodwin 
Dennis D. gooler 
andrea gordon 
Carol l. gordon 
Danuta gorecki 
ann m. gorman 
lawrence r. gorman 
Camille m. goudeseune 
rajni govindjee 
laura e. gowdy 
maureen gilluly gragg 
angela h. graham 
Judith a. graham 
rebecca a. graham 
rebecca e. graham 
tad l. graham 
William l. graham 
ana m. grandfield 
Christine grant 
James h. graves 
Kathy sue graw 
gwendolyn gray 
Charlotte s. green 
Deborah p. green 

harriett e. green 
emily greenberg 
estelle l. greene 
linda s. greene 
barbara J. greenfield 
Dennis r. gregory 
mary lou gregory 
sarah C. gregory 
Jason a. gretencord 
timnah C. gretencord 
Johanne f. grewell 
swalena griffin 
barbara s. griffiths 
Janet K. griffy 
Doria b. grimes 
marybeth f. grimes 
arlene n. grimley 
elizabeth b. grob 
benjamin a. grosser
laurel a. grotzinger 
James noel grove 
patricia lynn grove 
Wayne e. grove 
David grumish 
Christopher Khoo soo 

guan 
mirta b. guglielmoni 
Jean gullikson 
anna shea gunsalus 
Cheryl i. gunselman 
Ziwen guo 
marion s. gushee 
Judith m. gust 
richard e. gustafson 
Donald C. guy 
mary C. guy 
Janet hawkins guydon 
stan K. guydon 
rebecca a. guyette 
Christine h. guyonneau 
Daniel Karl guyot 
susan a. gvazdauskas 
Kandise haertel 
Jack a. haines 
Clifford h. haka 
susan f. haka 
Kimberly a. hale 
elyssa s. halinski 
mary a. hall 
mary patricia hall 
suzanne hall 
Jacquelyn a. halverson 
Christopher p. hamb 
leo f. hamilton 
patricia a. hamilton 
paula hamman 
Jean hampson 
myung-Ja K. han 
yamei han 
susan m. haney 
ann m. hanlon 
Denise m. hannibal 
eleonore e. hansen 
William m. hansen 
lynn m. hanson 
r. Keith hanson 

lois r. hanson-glas 
Warren b. hapke 
nancy e. hardin 
James r. hardt 
teresita C. hardt 
lorraine J. haricombe 
Devon m. harle 
David harley 
adrienne s. harmon 
george J. harmon 
Willa Jean harner 
adlean harris 
arlita W. harris 
Christopher s. harris 
Kathryn m. harris 
Kenneth W. harris 
mary D. harris 
Wendy g. harris 
gwendolyn a. harrison 
mary f. harrison 
george n. hartje 
nell tabor hartley 
thomas K. hartley 
laura K. hartman 
laurie D. hartshorn 
Cary s. harvengt 
stacy anne harwood 
margaret J. hasenmyer 
John J. hasko 
louise s. hass 
hazel n. hassan 
Corinne r. hatcher 
marihelen hatcher 
valerie C. hauser 
thomas h. hawisher 
Kevin s. hawkins 
margaret l. haworth 
amy lynn hay 
barbara J. hay 
Judith f. haydel 
James r. hayes 
Jan e. hayes 
ramona horn hayes 
Craig W. hays 
Qin he 
Xiaojun he 
elizabeth g. hearne 
ann C. heaton 
richard C. heaton 
marianne hebert 
Jan e. heckman 
mary heckman 
gerald e. hedrick 
mildred s. hedrick 
betty J. heideman 
p. bryan heidorn 
patricia a. heidorn 
Jane o. heil 
richard W. heil 
annette b. heim 
bret a. heim 
gayle W. heimer 
Janna m. Kappers 

heinen 
hollis e. helmeci 
margaret g. hemerling 

Kathleen v. hempel 
Karna hendershot 
Donald J. henderson 
ethan a. henderson 
Kathryn luther 

henderson 
melissa p. henderson 
William t henderson 
susan m. hendrickson 
Carol ann henley 
gordon D. henley 
theresa C. hennessy 
gary D. henry 
vickie milton henry 
merinda K. hensley 
marilyn m. henstock 
Caroline scott herbert 
hector r. hernandez 
Christine K. heron 
susan K. herring 
margaret a. herrmann 
elaine t. hershbarger 
morelle h. herzinger 
sandra o. herzinger 
Kirk m. hess 
mary benjamin hester 
Charles h. hewitt 
Joan l. hewitt 
liza faye hickey 
elaine suzanne hicks 
stanley e. hicks 
steven D. hilberg 
John J. hilburger 
mary m. hilburger 
Diane hillard 
r. bruce hinely 
elizabeth hippely 
andrea m. hirtle 
mary l. hobbs 
Jane bishop hobgood 
andrew C. hochhaus 
naomi r. hochhaus 
James b. hocking 
linda m. hocking 
leslie hodges 
Kay e. hodson 
gail l. hoef 
ted f. hoef 
Darrell h. hoemann 
irene m. hoffman 
elizabeth hofsas 
melanie a. hogue 
Christopher C. hohn 
marian p. hohn 
Jeanne holba-puacz 
penny r. holibaugh 
ralph W. holibaugh 
Deloris a. holiman 
reverend James b. 

holiman 
Wendy holliday 
Kate fultz hollis 
Dianne m. hollister 
stephen holmes 
edwin s. holmgren 
priscilla t. holmgren 

margaret l. hommel 
Judith hopkins 
bruce hopper 
Christine marie hopper 
stacy e. hortner 
gloria K. horvay 
robert f. horvay 
Chantelle m. hougland 
linda l. houle 
Chester W. houston 

trust 
nadine C. houston 
Deanna m. howard 
edward allen howard 
george W. howard iii 
paul W. howard 
sylvia g. howard 
natalie r. hoyle 
James W. hoyt 
pei ying hsiang 
patricia m. hswe 
Chengren hu 
robert haibin hu 
Xiao hu 
Willis m. hubbard 
Charles f. huber 
thomas J. huber 
Claire huck 
morris huck 
sigrid hudson 
Douglas huey 
mary ellen huey 
audrey m. huff 
mary J. huff 
William h. huff 
bette b. hughes 
Jean C. hughes 
Jeannette m. hulick 
anna J. hulseberg 
patricia a. hummel 
Joanne m. humphreville 
Katherine J. hunter 
rania a. huntington 
Debra a. huso 
melanie J. huston 
ingrid hutchings 
James a. hutchinson 
eileen K. hutchison 
lisa b. hyder 
miriam g. iben 
Deborah l. iberger 
mitsuko ichinose 
ralph W. iden 
Carmen a. ifkovits 
Carol iglauer 
aravind immaneni 
nina e. immaneni 
akemi inada 
Jared s. ingersoll 
Jennifer m. inglis 
Jennifer r. inglis 
Denise inman 
gail e. inman 
frederick W. irion 
lois s. irion 
sharon l. irish 

bonnie J. irwin 
michael e. irwin 
sharon iverson 
peter b. ives 
awanda m. Jackson 
lisa h. Jacobs 
elaine Z. Jacobson 
howard Jacobson 
Jean a. Jaderborg 
John D. Jaeger 
heather a. Jagman 
Janice m. Jaguszewski 
edwin Jahiel 
Jessica Jahiel 
lenrose Jahiel 
anne b. James 
Judy e. James 
Karen l. Janke 
Carol l. Janoff 
norman s. Janoff 
anthony Janssen 
bonnie Janssen 
george r. Jaramillo 
lynn ann Jasper 
John J. Jax 
nancy l. Jeckel 
michael l. Jeffries 
Dan l. Jefkin 
Jorg r. Jemelka 
barbara W. Jenkins 
Christine a. Jenkins 
martin D. Jenkins ii 
scott r. Jenkins 
terese l. Jennings 
Kristina Jensen 
richard a. Jensen 
Christopher r. Jocius 
anamarie Johnson 
anita D. Johnson 
beverly D. Johnson 
Christina a. Johnson 
David l. Johnson 
eric h. Johnson 
gary m. Johnson 
glenn C. Johnson 
James r. Johnson 
larry C. Johnson 
leann s. Johnson 
marilyn h. Johnson 
meghan brooke Johnson 
nancy p. Johnson 
noel m. Johnson 
sharon D. Johnson 
terry l. Johnson 
susan m. Johns-smith 
Janis l. Johnston 
bonnie a. Jonelis 
beverly a. Jones 
Curley C. Jones 
Douglas W. Jones 
edgar a. Jones 
elizabeth f. Jones 
ernest W. Jones 
gary W. Jones 
Jessie peterson Jones 
John t. Jones 

marjorie a. Jones 
robert l. Jones 
royden r. Jones 
thomas l. Jones 
bryan J. Jonker 
heather turnbull Jordan 
susan m. Jorgensen 
barbara Jorgenson 
Ji h. Jung 
sri gadis ranti Junus 
Charles Justice 
sylvia h. Justice 
Joanne s. Kaczmarek 
lee a. Kagan 
laurie Klauser Kagann 
mary b. Kah 
Chad matthew Kahl 
elizabeth b. Kahn 
lois Kain 
ann lynn Kalkhoff 
geradine m. Kaman 
Christina mangio 

Kampman 
Karen b. Kane 
patrick e. Kane 
Chi l. Kang 
Chia-Chen Kang 
Charlene p. Kanter 
Jean marie Kapp 
lori osmus Kappmeyer 
ruth lois Karloski 
milan m. Karol 
mary Karshner 
Kristine m. Kasianovitz 
David a. Kates 
miriam b. Kauffmann 
marguerite s. Kaufman 
Judith a. Kaulfuss 
Jane p. Kauzlaric 
michelle m. Kazmer 
flora m. Kearney trust 
margaret Keefe 
robert m. Keefe 
Daniel J. Keefer 
thomas J. Keegan 
marc W. Keepper 
Cynthia a. Kehoe 
beverly J. Keim 
paul r. Keith 
Carol m. Kelley 
Kendi l. Kelley 
else marie Kelly 
Joanne W. Kelly 
susan C. Kelsch 
lori Kendall 
miriam l. Kennard 
ann s. Kennedy 
elizabeth r. Kennedy 
robert m. Kennedy 
Carolynne s. Kent 
elizabeth anne Kent 
frederick J. Kent 
mel Kent 
suzanne e. Kerley 
verletta s. Kern 
Clyde e. Kesler 
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mary anne Kesler 
syed m. a. Khan 
lucia m. Khipple 
Christine m. Kickels 
margaret e. Kier 
Jennifer W. Kiffmeyer 
barbara g. Kile 
Joanne C. Kiley 
amy Killoran 
thomas Kilpatrick 
Janet f. Kilty 
sanok p. Kim 
soobum Kim 
larry a. Kimble 
David n. King 
linda D. King 
mary C. King 
nancy b. Kirchgraber 
robert b. Kirchgraber 
sherwood Kirk 
Christine m. Kirkham 
sarah e. Kirsch 
betsy byrns Kitch 
John i. Kitch Jr. 
John m. Klasey 
Judith Klimowicz 
greg n. Kline 
harriet l. Kling 
barbara e. Klintworth 
larry b. Klowden 
molly a. Klowden 
thomas p. Kmetz 
mary anne Knefel 
margaret l. Knight 
stacey l. Knight-Davis 
helen i. Knights 
mary r. Knott 
emily J. Knox 
edward f. Kobel 
Jean elaine Koch 
Jane h. Koehler 
robert p. Koehler 
laurence J. Koehn 
andrew J. Koenig 
Christine a. Koenig 
Joette lynn Kofoot 
Karen C. Kohn 
rebecca l. Komro 
alison m. Konieczny 
rachel e. gavelek 

Konkle 
Damaris a. Koontz 
Jeanette a. Kopel 
vicki l. Kouchnkeravich 
Diane Kaye Kovacs 
Donna J. Kraemer 
Janice l. Kragness 
mary f. Kralicek 
Kimberlie a. Kranich 
michael Krasik 
Joe W. Kraus 
mary Krick 
virginia victoria Kriechel 
Clarice e. Krieg 
Jonathan J. Krit 
mikael D. Kriz 

alfred C. Krober 
Karl D. Kroeger 
Donald W. Krummel 
marilyn Krummel 
luanne m. Kruse 
nancy f. l. Kruse 
sarah Krygier 
betsy Kuchinke 
K. peter Kuchinke 
pamela W. Kuck 
James Kuehl 
mary Kuehner 
brian t. Kuhn 
Christine a. Kujawa 
susan J. Kulasekara 
amit Kumar 
param Kumar 
susan g. Kumar 
Julie Kuenzel Kwan 
Wing yee v. Kwong 
Kwang s. Kye 
niove e. Kyparissiotis 
martha Kyrillidou 
Kathryn anne labarre 
nancy C. lacook 
William e. lafranchi 
ann m. lagumina 
shawa lam 
Jay h. lambrecht 
melissa mahood 

lambrecht 
bridget l. lamont 
Jennifer lan 
frederick Wilfrid 

lancaster 
rosilee land 
barbara l. landers 
Jeanene landers-

steinberg 
martha landis 
marlene K. landstrom 
gail p. landy 
patricia J. lane 
adrienne Z. langley 
stephen e. langley 
Kathleen W. langston 
allen K. lanham 
teresa a. lanum 
Jannette l. laroche 
Christine m. larson 
erik h. larson 
reed W. larson 
sharon lash 
John D. laskowski 
mary K. laskowski 
andrew lasslo 
Jane b. laswell 
Joyce m. latham 
erica J. laughlin 
gregory K. laughlin 
nancy l. lauterwasser 
Kenneth lavender 
tammy f. layne 
barbara a. lazewski 
James a. leach 
lynda g. leach 

patricia J. leach 
Christine t. leary 
becky leavy 
marvin D. leavy 
Zelia g. lebeau 
marilyn r. leblond 
matthew lecher 
reverend susan m. 

lederhouse 
Janet lee-smeltzer 
Kuang-hwei lee-

smeltzer 
Carol a. leibiger 
harold m. leich 
ann e. leighton 
h. vernon leighton 
lauren s. leighton 
David m. leininger ii 
Joanna lea leivent 
scott a. lemmermann 
Carol a. leseure 
faye l. lesht 
Cynthia lesky 
marilyn a. lester 
elizabeth l. letterly 
Johnny leuthold 
molly J. levar 
ronald r. levar 
Daniel s. levart 
Carol s. levin 
Diane s. levin 
michael levine-Clark 
David e. levinson 
sandra l. levy 
Kenneth J. lewandoski 
Daniel s. lewart 
ayanna t. lewis 
maxine lewis 
shirley a. lewis 
taran t. ley 
Wei li 
yan li 
yi li 
Donald Darold licocci 
ellen lee licocci 
bernice b. lieberman 
laurence lieberman 
Kuanwu lin 
shelley h. lin 
helen r. linda 
ruth b. lindemann 
gloria a. linder 
mark r. lindner 
brenda C. lindsey 
susan bush lindsey 
timothy C. lindsey 
barbara J. lintner 
norma J. linton 
Charles D. linville 
Charles a. litchfield iii 
isaac t. littleton 
margaret Kung ting liu 
shang liu 
Zao liu 
marge loch-Wouters 
Juliet l. lockwood 

Deborah v. loeding 
Jane l. loescher 
ruth t. logan 
Jeanne m. lohfink 
rose marie lomonte 
Kathleen C. lonbom 
James m. lonergan 
Charles s. longley 
Judy r. looby 
lin look 
brian t. looker 
leslie W. looney 
paula J. lopatic 
gabriel C. lopez-Walle 
linda r. lorang 
Carl l. lorber 
linda l. lorenz 
ellen loughran 
frank J. loulan 
maria J. lowe 
reed lowrie 
s. adele lozano 
fen lu 
Wen-ying lu 
lydia a. lucas 
marcella a. lucas 
susan lucco 
Karla K. lucht 
ana lucic 
Deanne l. luck 
lisa J. lueken 
ted J. lueken 
susan laura lugo 
harry lum 
martha i. lund 
melinda s. lundberg 
arlene m. lundgren 
frederick K. lutgens 
nancy l. lutgens 
mildred luther 
Kay larae lynch 
roberta shallenberger 

lynch 
ginger C. lynn 
lois a. lyons 
yiqun ma 
mary Jane macDonald 
rita m. macellaio 
Charles r. machovec 
Karen a. macKenzie 
Keith l. macKenzie 
bridget a. macmillan 
John macmullen 
Cheryl miller maddox 
marianne m. mader 
ian mafett 
nancy magi 
y. mei mah 
terry peck maher 
William J. maher 
Kathleen m. mahoney 
harry J. maiberger 
bonnie l. maidak 
Doug majers 
arleeta majors 
s. pauline mak 

Kara J. malenfant 
mary e. malinsky 
steven p. malinsky 
David b. malone 
florence h. maltby 
meris a. mandernach 
Kathy l. maniates 
helen t. manning 
lawrence D. marcus 
ann h. marlow 
m. v. s. Kasten marquis 
Jeannine e. marshall 
John t. marshall 
leslie marsh-mason 
Kathryn i. martens 
marianne martens 
monica l. martens 
robert e. martensen 
suzanne h. martensen 
Christine m. martin 
Diana martin 
emily D. martin 
Janet K. martin 
Jordan l. martin 
margaret martin 
richard f. martin Jr. 
russell l. martin iii 
vernon e. martin sr. 
paul f. marty 
Kevin r. maschhoff 
gary e. mason 
James W. mason 
Craig b. matarrese 
patricia m. mathews 
Wayne a. mathews 
Darrell l. matthews 
priscilla J. matthews 
Debra b. mattingly 
meghann r. matwichuk 
Walter h. and geraldine 

K. maurer estate 
angela K. maycock 
michelle a. mayes 
almeda g. maynard 
theodore r. maynard 
edward maytin 
mary maytin 
ellie mazor 
pat mcCall 
maureen a. mcCarthy 
Carol l. mcClure 
Kevin s. mcClure 
robert a. mcCown 
ralph e. mcCoy 
barbara s. mcCrimmon 
Douglas e. mcCullough 
linda m. mcCullough 
nancy b. mcCully 
William C. mcCully Jr. 
Dianne e. mcCutcheon 
nancy arthur mcDaniels 
lacy s. mcDonald 
linn ruth mcDonald 
mary a. mcDonald 
melanie a. mcDonald 
robert f. mcDonald 

sharon mcDonald 
peter a. mcDonnell 
Jerome mcDonough 
sarah h. mcDougal 
Kathleen mcDowell 
tina D. mcellin 
leslie J. mcgeorge 
samuel l. mcglathery 
richard mcgowan 
Janet W. mcgrath 
John philip mcgrath 
Katherine s. mcgrath 
robert e. mcgrath 
george f. mcgregor 
amanda D. mcKay 
Curt b. mcKay 
Doris J. mcKay 
margaret l. mcKay 
James K. mcKechnie 
Karen s. mcKechnie 
Claude f. mcKibben 
lynda m. mcKibben 
anne m. mcKinney 
mark C. mcKnight 
alexander b. mclane 
Debra ann mcleod 
William beldon mcleod 
Carolyn h. mcmahon 
Walter W. mcmahon 
ruth C. mcmartin 
michele C. mcnabb 
mary e. mcneil 
brenda b. mcneiland 
William J. mcneiland 
susan l. mcneil-

marshall 
pricilla mcQuade 
louise C. meckstroth 
Judith f. medlen 
Clare m. meehan 
rashmi mehrotra 
Dorothy e. meisenhelter 
Christopher b. meister 
lois g. ridenour 

meldrum 
Catherine f. melville 
Christopher l. menard 
Karl g. mendenhall 
miriam a. mendenhall 
bill mentzer 
ellen g. mentzer 
pamela Cash menzies 
stephen l. meredith 
tracey l. meredith 
faith a. merriman 
allen D. merry 
sushila mertens 
susan a. messina 
amanda meyers 
paula micalizzi 
noreen michael 
Jo-ann michalak 
thomas J. michalak 
theresa h. michelson 
William D. michtom 
David J. micko 

laurie i. mikva 
barbara K. miller 
byron l. miller 
Jean miller 
Joseph a. miller 
Julie m. miller 
linda K. miller 
michael a. miller 
michael p. miller 
neal e. miller 
pamela Jean miller 
patricia C. miller 
patricia l. miller 
scottie miller 
susan g. miller 
Wendy J. miller 
Kathleen buescher 

milligan 
ronald m. minch 
meg p. miner 
Ursula minnerup 
Wolfgang minnerup 
linda J. minor 
bonnie b. mitchell 
brian t. mitchell 
Cheryl a. mitchell 
Jason D. mitchell 
martha m. mitchell 
sandra Weiss mitchell 
W. l. mitchell 
Debra mitts-smith 
sally m. moffitt 
margaret s. moga 
ibrahim Z. mohammad 
sandra b. mohammad 
g. frederick mohn 
margaret C. mohundro 
Dirk mol 
barbara m. molitoris 
sharon l. monday 
elizabeth h. monette 
mary ann monk 
rae-anne l. montague 
James a. monteleone 
patricia l. monteleone 
marilyn K. moody 
robin mooney 
alayne J. moore 
Christopher p. moore 
frances l. moore 
hugh moore 
michael l. moore 
rita m. moore 
John a. moorman 
rebecca l. moorman 
thomas r. moorman 
tonia h. moorman 
Jeri l. moreland 
Jerry m. moreland 
Justin K. morfey 
anne C. morgan 
David r. morgan 
Jennifer Dawn morgan 
lynda l. morgan 
mary a. morgan 
pamela J. morgan 

lucinda m. moriarity 
marsha J. morman 
Walter D. morrill 
Dilys e. morris 
andrew D. morrison 
maureen l. morrison 
samuel f. morrison 
sean p. morrison 
susan e. morrisroe 
William morrisroe 
anne e. morse 
lois m. morse 
louis r. mortimer 
robert J. mosborg 
stella f. mosborg 
sibyl e. moses 
nancy l. moskowitz 
hsiao-lan mote 
heather l. moulaison 
ellis mount 
Katherine l. mount 
Jessica emily moyer 
mary susan mozian 
michael e. mozina 
John a. mraz 
Judith a. mraz 
michael D. muchow 
Kristina b. mucinskas 
tilly muller 
Charles D. munroe 
mary h. munroe 
Doris g. murdock 
bernadette a. murphy 
brenda murphy 
Kathleen a. murphy 
michael murphy 
linda r. musser 
maureen m. musson 
steven J. muzos 
Carolynne myall 
Jimmie D. myers 
leah J. myers 
marilyn s. myers 
nancy turner myers 
Kenneth l. nabors 
Kyle p. naff 
Dipesh navsaria 
Don naylor 
sharon K. naylor 
paula l. neale 
laura l. nekola 
alinda J. nelson 
Karin a. nelson 
marcia e. nelson 
marilyn l. nelson 
megan sapp nelson 
randall nelson 
bea nettles 
laura J. neumann 
Debra lee newell 
Kathleen Clark newman 
marjorie Kiefer newman 
Donna m. newton 
Joanne e. newton 
sheryl nichin-Keith 
margaret nicholas 

Kate nicholoff 
alma J. nichols 
Dagmar niebur 
Cheryl l. niemeier 
Jeffry K. niemeier 
David J. nimke 
mary Jane m. ning 
nancy e. noffke 
barbara J. nolan 
marianne m. nolan 
terrence D. nollen 
alice i. nolte 
Dennis a. norlin 
Kathleen J. norris 
Diana e. northup 
alice lee norton 
Diana r. norton 
shirley nottelmann 
mary e. nourie 
nichole a. novak 
rose l. novil 
Kimberley a. nystrom 
michele l. oberg 
steven J. oberg 
beverly J. obert 
mardell J. o’brien 
michael J. o’brien 
nancy patricia o’brien 
sylvia D. o’brien 
James h. obst 
mary l. o’Connor 
linda C. o’Dwyer 
vailey b. oehlke 
ann e. ogg 
James l. ogg 
sharon J. ogg 
stephanie ognar 
frank r. olah 
ethel m. oldendorph 
brian m. olesko 
teresa Joyce oliver 
adria p. olmi 
Cynthia mirabal olsen 
laura g. olson 
margaret J. olson 
tod a. olson 
reverend Kenneth g. 

o’malley 
robert William oram 
philip e. orr 
barbara g. osborn 
martha hupp osborne 
Cornelius m. o’shea 
Janet l. otto 
Deborah m. owen 
thomas e. owen 
leslie a. owens 
virginia l. owens 
v. Christine oyer 
stephen a. paca 
brenda pacey 
stephen r. pacey 
louise a. pacholik 
sandra l. paddock 
Kathryn a. painter 
Carole l. palmer 

patricia l. palmer 
Cathleen C. palmini 
bland hawkins palmore 
Julian i. palmore iii 
melissa l. palmquist 
Jim l. pardue 
Karen t. pardue 
susan Wells parham 
betty J. parker 
eric C. parker 
franklin parker 
helen m. parker 
Joanne parker 
virginia e. parker 
Kathleen a. parkhurst 
Joyce s. parks 
ronald D. parks 
thomas e. parks 
lesley parsons 
susan lea pasini 
Joann m. passarelli 
Kerry pathy 
samuel J. pathy 
esther patt 
linda m. patterson 
patrick miles patterson 
Kelly a. paulini 
Duane r. paulsen 
Jo ann pauly 
lois minute pausch 
alma g. peacock 
Joseph n. peacock 
Joyce laase peacock 
roy norman peacock 
richard pearce-moses 
Diane C. pearson 
thomas a. pearson 
penny peck 
John C. peduzzi 
roberta e. peduzzi 
nena m. peplow 
richard peplow 
barbara h. peresie 
mary sue pergander 
Karen a. perman 
Carl and Katherine perrin 

estate 
hallie adams perry 
sonia s. perry 
susan person 
susan K. peters 
mary schoen petersen 
paul m. petersen 
rose peterson 
mary Jane petrowski 
louis D. petterchak 
Katharine J. phenix 
benjamin J. pherson 
mollie m. pherson 
ann phillips 
Doris m. phillips 
Janise m. phillips 
sue r. phillips 
terry l. phipps 
leroy K. pickett 
mary Joyce pickett 

nella pickup 
ann r. piehl 
Kathleen K. piehl 
Jeannette e. pierce 
angela g. plagge 
norman v. plair 
brian W. platt 
Janice l. platt 
bobby J. player sr. 
Jewel armstrong player 
Janet e. plaza 
andria C. plonka 
anne plotkin 
nathan plotkin 
mary ann pohl 
Dean a. pollack 
shirley a. pope 
susan e. pope 
liesel poppelbaum 
maria a. porta 
phyllis C. post 
beth e. postema 
James a. postema 
Corinne J. potter 
theodore a. potter 
Kevin r. powell 
Jo e. powers 
susan K. pozdol 
laurel p. preece 
scott e. preece 
Denise a. prest 
loring a. prest 
trudy K. preston 
Catherine t. pretlow 
patricia t. procter 
Jim proefrock 
Catherine J. pruett 
e. ann puckett 
Cecilia puerto 
Carolann b. purcell 
Janet pye 
Jian Qin 
mei Qiu 
brian D. Quigley 
brian a. Quinn 
Denise g. rabogliatti 
mary radmacher 
Jill burket ragase 
michael p. ragen 
andrea i. rail 
laurel s. rakas 
laura l. ramirez 
teri l. rankin 
hanna rao 
paladugu v. rao 
Joan raphael 
Julian rappaport 
gordon e. rasmussen 
Dinesh rathi 
beverly m. rauchfuss 
W. boyd rayward 
agnes l. reagan 
philip a. reames 
John J. rearden 
phyllis l. rearden 
melissa a. records 

octavia b. reed 
sherman K. reed 
toni reese 
lynne C. regan 
ellen e. rehn 
linda l. reichert 
Carol e. reid 
Kenneth brooks reid 
marion t. reid 
patrick m. reidenbaugh 
maeve J. reilly 
maylene a. reisbig 
suzanne s. reisman 
mary ellen reiter 
louis J. reith 
Connie l. repplinger 
John m. repplinger 
David W. reser 
glenn J. reside 
Karin a. reside 
beth revers 
Charles a. reynolds 
beverly s. rich 
John v. richardson Jr. 
selma K. richardson 
amadee ricketts 
Derek D. riddle 
miriam l. ridinger 
mary l. rieck 
Diana e. riederer 
ann C. riley 
D. Charles riley 
Kathleen a. riley 
ruth a. riley 
gene K. rinkel 
margaret e. rinkel 
Karla J. ritten 
Judith p. roach 
robert C. roarty 
Dale W. robb 
emilie C. robb 
lee l. robbins 
K. r. roberto 
J. george roberts 
ryan m. roberts 
susan K. roberts-

forsberg 
Deborah anne robertson 
ina n. robertson 
margaret W. robertson 
haralds Karlis 

robeznieks 
Christine l. robinson 
Janet m. robinson 
neil J. robinson 
William C. robinson 
amy f. robison 
arch D. robison 
margaret e. roch 
lynn a. roe 
sandra K. roe 
frances e. roehm 
emily C. rogers 
J. gardner rogers 
stephen W. rogers 
Carol a. roggenstein 
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Julianne Z. rohmaller 
sue rokos 
vivian b. romans 
ruth e. romig 
mary m. rooney 
mary f. root 
thomas W. root 
Janice opal rorick 
patricia t. rosario 
mary Z. rose 
patricia m. rose 
Claude marty rosen 
Julia a. rosenthal 
rena D. rosenthal 
marcie a. rosenzweig 
anne h. ross 
Christine m. ross 
lawrence J. ross 
stuart f. rosselet 
Jill h. rothstein 
gordon J. roush 
patricia f. roush 
mildred Coleman 

rowland 
theodore Justin 

rowland 
greta m. roxburgh 
richard e. roxburgh 
april roy 
loriene roy 
lian J. ruan 
marcia a. rubin 
richard e. rubin 
lynne m. rudasill 
ella ruderman 
Deborah C. rugg 
elizabeth ruhland 
ethel lucille rumbold 
andrea l. rundell 
elizabeth a. rupert 
michelle a. ruppel 
adam paul rusch 
evan J. rusch 
Dawn m. rutherford 
Kim Uden rutter 
marya m. ryan 
patricia m. ryan 
Janice a. sabey 
robin a. sahner 
David C. saia 
roy saldana 
Catherine i. salika 
mary h. salrin 
thomas richard salrin 
laurel salvador 
omar h. salvador 
Debbie m. samuelson 
Jens D. sandberger 
barry C. sanders 
martha rice sanders 
betsy ross sandford 
robert J. sandusky 
martha Jo sani 
robert leroy sani 
Catherine ann sarette 
Kwasi sarkodie-mensah 

mary ann sarver 
allan D. satin 
rebecca K. 

satterthwaite 
michelle saunders 
albert J. saur 
rabieb tantranon saur 
elaine savage 
William f. saylor 
marlys J. scarbrough 
samantha leigh schaal 
marjorie J. schaeve 

trust 
marcia l. schaffer 
marysue J. schaffer 
pamela g. schaffner 
mark v. scharff 
Cindy a. schatz 
georgianne schau 
Daniel J. schauff 
Kristine g. schauff 
gail h. schechter 
amy l. scheele 
howard K. schein 
Kathryn b. scheiner 
Daniel t. schiller 
richard h. 

schimmelpfeng 
Christian D. schink 
edwin a. schlechting 
eileen a. schlechting 
nancy D. schleh 
susan a. schlein 
frederick a. schlipf 
bill schmidt 
Chris r. schmidt 
James a. schmidt 
John W. schmidt 
Karen a. schmidt 
Kevin e. schmidt 
Kim schmidt 
Kimberly r. schmidt 
sara a. schmidt 
Jodi schneider 
Karen g. schneider 
susan m. schnuer 
beth p. schober 
elizabeth m. schobernd 
marjorie r. schoch 

estate 
barbara Jean schock 
Christian a. schock 
steven b. schoenly 
Cortney Diaz schraut 
timothy C. schreiber 
geraldine schriefer 
edwin C. schroeder 
Julia edith schult 
peter D. schult 
lois b. schultz 
Wendy schumacher 
mary sue D. schusky 
andrea l. schwartz 
Carole W. schwartz 
gail a. scott 
nancy herron scott 

patricia a. scott 
John r. scouffas 
Jean m. scully 
linda ann scussel 
michael J. scussel 
frank J. seagull 
David seaman 
susan ellis searing 
eric t. secoy 
myra l. secoy 
rebecca e. sedam 
lisa sedita 
iris seeley 
betty s. segal 
John l. seguin 
ann m. seidman 
richard g. seitz 
renelda sells 
mary m. seratt 
rosemary severance 
tara t. lynn severns 
Jennifer l. sevier 
Jordan e. seymour 
susie shackleton 
michael D. shadix 
Kathleen l. shannon 
rosanna e. shannon 
Dianne J. shapiro 
laurel sharp 
anne v. shaughnessy 
Janet p. shea 
Kim e. sheahan 
sandra sheehy 
richard W. shellman 
Kay shelton 
Julianne shepard 
l. phelps shepard 
trent a. shepard 
leslie a. sherman 
Jing shi 
yuanxiang shi 
anne l. shimojima 
martha m. shinners 
andrew l. shirk 
sarah l. shreeves 
Jean h. shrier 
John t. shufelt 
elizabeth g. shuler 
Janice K. shull 
nellie Charlene shults 
mary g. shultz 
effie a. shumaker 
simone e. sidwell 
fred J. siebenmann Jr. 
mary f. siebenmann 
lauren m. siebert 
leora ornstein siegel 
Judith a. siess 
stephanie C. sigala 
Julie a. sigler 
Christopher silver 
isabel D. silver 
amy m. silvers 
Carol e. simmons 
Jan simmons 
ralph o. simmons 

randall C. simmons 
Jan r. simon 
Janet a. simon 
terry W. simpkins 
arlie f. sims 
Janet l. sinder 
timothy W. sineath 
bhagat singh 
rosemary young singh 
vandana singh 
gary W. sink 
Karolyn sink 
Jonathan e. sivier 
ann lyn groves skene 

trust 
lois a. skillrud 
paula youngman 

skreslet 
stan skreslet 
melvyn a. skvarla 
ann l. slaight 
harold J. slaight 
barbara olsen slanker 
Charles e. slattery 
grace m. slaughter 
margaret K. sleeth 
ben J. sliwinski 
Christine stanfield 

slocum 
becky ann smith 
benjamin f. smith 
David e. smith 
flora lancaster smith 
heidi smith 
Janice m. smith 
Jeffrey monroe smith 
Judith e. smith 
Kathleen K. smith 
laura smith 
laura Jean smith 
linda a. smith 
linda C. smith 
linda Kay smith 
madonna t. smith 
marschall i. smith 
mary alice smith 
nancy J. smith 
patricia Conrad smith 
rebecca s. smith 
rita hoyt smith 
robert alan smith 
marc snir 
Kay m. sodowsky 
John W. sondheim 
Kathy m. sons 
paul g. sons 
mary ellen soper 
mary J. soucie 
paige l. soule 
vincent george 

sovanski 
Connie spasser 
mark a. spasser 
gerald r. specht 
roxann f. specht 
marsha spector 

rose sharon spector 
Kenneth a. spelke 
marjorie stark spence 

estate 
paul h. spence 
april l. spisak 
Doreen C. spitzer 
Katherine a. staack 
leah m. stackhouse 
beth r. stafford 
Wilson m. stahl 
Jon l. stahler 
bernadine e. stake 
anne e. stakelon 
thomas s. stakelon 
elizabeth K. staley 
Keith J. stanger 
ellen l. stanley 
sandra l. stauffer 
marianne v. steadley 
raylene m. steelman 
Jerome richard 

stegman 
beth ryker steiner 
Cynthia a. steinke 
susan stell 
patricia f. stenstrom 
ralph stenstrom 
rita stephens 
richard a. stevens
Deborah J. stevenson 
mary s. stewart 
William W. stewart 
Katrina l. l. stierholz 
shirley stillinger 
John b. st. leger 
bruce r. stoffel 
Wilbur a. stolt 
bethany Corbett stone 
mary J. stonebraker 
gem stone-logan 
Carrie e. storrs 
heather stout 
michael C. stowell 
susan m. stowell 
marianne W. stowers 
samantha star straf 
monica l. K. stratton 
stacy m. strauch 
shirley l. streib 
Joseph h. strickland 
normalie strickland 
Jeanette stromgren 
Diana r. stroud 
eric m. stroud 
Kristin n. stroud 
ronnie r. stroud 
mary m. strouse 
roger l. strouse 
susan e.  

stroyan-bennett 
tamara strubel 
louise m. stubblefield 

estate 
anthony J. stukel 
Jennifer l. sturgis 

besiki stvilia 
elizabeth C. su 
sara Collins suelflow 
thomas J. suelflow 
anne C. sullivan 
linda n. sullivan 
Claudia b. sumler 
Janice K. summers 
e-tu Zen sun 
Jaeyeon s. sung 
Joan h. sutherland 
mary K. sutherland 
eileen h. sutter 
peter e. sutter 
bonilyn g. suttles 
Dennis e. suttles 
susan sutton 
louise t. svehla 
barbara C. swain 
adelle swanson 
Karen e. swanson 
ruthann o. swanson 
Jennifer e. sweda 
Jonathan v. sweedler 
phyllis s. sweitzer 
bette s. sydelko 
mark e. szarko 
ronald D. szoke 
mary therese tabion 
linda b. tabit 
hung-Chao tai 
Julia Chow tai 
Jennifer l. Woodruff tait 
barbara r. tanaglia 
florence y. tang 
virginia s. tanji 
francine l. tanori-pote 
Joan s. tansey 
martha m. tarpley 
mary ann tarrant 
Jennifer ross taxman 
arlene g. taylor 
Cynthia taylor 
Cynthia K. taylor 
patricia s. taylor 
Jay D. tebo 
alexander technique 
andrea p. telli 
heidi armstrong temple 
lillian g. templeton 
stanford terhune 
Jane r. terry 
sondra l. terry 
trinie thai-parker 
manhar p. thakore 
Cheresse thoeny 
evelyn a. thomas 
lucy b. thomas 
lynne m. thomas 
marcia thomas 
robert D. thomas sr. 
William r. thomas
arnold W. thompson 
Catherine a. thompson 
Charles e. thompson 
florence e. thompson 

holly n. thompson 
Judith a. thompson 
marian h. thompson
sandra l. thompson 
sandra m. thompson 
Kathleen r. thomson 
gail thornburg 
margaret l. thrasher 
susan e. thrasher 
a. brian threlkeld 
monte throneburg 
margery Zebiah tibbetts 
ann e. tice 
tonyia tidline 
Donnae marie tidwell 
Darane tiev 
Carol l. tilley 
Jack W. timberlake 
phoebe lee timberlake 
Donald e. todaro 
marla b. tofle 
Don l. tolliver 
pamela a. tomka 
heather l. tompkins 
sara r. tompson 
grace tongate 
ty D. tongate 
Jorge encarnacion 

torres 
steven a. torres-roman 
gabrielle m. toth 
mary W. towner 
robert l. towner 
susan trask 
David p. trauernicht 
marcia s. trauernicht 
lois r. travis 
beth h. treaster 
Donna C. trenda 
regis J. trenda 
Julia h. triplehorn 
norma J. trumble 
ming-yueh tsay 
t. h. tsien 
m. Kathleen bartoloni De 

tuazon 
barbara W. tucker 
J. mark tucker 
mary frances tunison 
patricia b. turnbull 
barbara J. turner 
Christine turner 
ida louise turner 
John C. turner 
Judith Desch turner 
andrew s. turyn trust 
brandi D. tuttle 
James J. tuttle 
michelle l. twait 

michael bernard twidale 
David a. tyckoson 
David C. tyler 
Janet K. Uden 
peter C. Uden 
ryann m. Uden 
John m. Unsworth 
margaret e. Unsworth 
emily f. Upton 
patricia h. Urbanski 
Dorothy D. Urquhart 
elizabeth reuter Usher-

scar 
robert Uyetani 
heidi Kim van atta 
mary van atta 
rita e. vanbrandeghen 
Judith K. van Cleeff 
Joyce b. van Cura 
patricia f. vander meer 
shannon l. vanhemert 
ruth b. van Kirk 
anna marie van Kommer 
s. K. van poolen 
patricia m. vasilik 
Carol C. vaughn 
Julie m. veazie 
laura l. veckey 
David b. vellenga 
ellen b. vellenga 
rachel l. vellenga 
bruce a. vescogni 
emily b. vescogni 
melissa a. vetter 
Judith vineyard 
allan f. vinton Jr. 
helga b. visscher 
Zanier D. vivian 
marilyn r. voegele 
bill volk 
sandra smith volk 
shirley Chan volk 
Carl W. volkmann 
Curt volkmann 
Joan m. volkmann 
sue volkmann 
Karen m. vollmar 
letitia p. volpp 
lawrence h. voyles Jr. 
linda m. voyles 
Donald h. h. Wachter 
sarah a. Wachter 
betty Jane Wade 
Coreen Wagner 
Jennifer Wagner 
ralph D. Wagner 
robert l. Wagner 
betty l. Wagoner 
Carole J. Wagstaff 

Carolyn C. Wahlmark 
margaret a. Wainer-

barkley 
Janet l. Waitz 
David b. Walch 
Katherine t. Walcott 
rudolph s. Waldschuetz 
monica m. Walk 
Diane parr Walker 
Karen s. Walker 
marie l. Walker 
paul m. Walker 
peter Walker 
richard D. Walker 
roy o. Walker 
sharyl e. Walker 
sonia Walker 
thomas D. Walker 
veronica Z. Walker 
William f. Walker 
brian l. Wallen 
sandra J. Walles 
Carmen W. Walsh trust 
mary e. Walsh 
siew-Kie p. Walsh 
anita r. Walz 
Chengzhi Wang 
Jun Wang 
elizabeth m. Ward 
Kevin a. Ward 
Cynthia h. Wargo 
Diane W. Wasson 
loren a. Wasson 
anna maria susanne 

Watkin 
elizabeth p. Watkins 
Debra b. Watson 
James e. Watson 
mary K. Watson 
nona K. Watt 
leah a. Watts 
bruce a. Weaver 
Debbie Derr Weaver 
gwendolyn n. Weaver 
John p. Webb 
lucia r. Webb 
amelia s. Weber 
Cynthia J. Weber 
Cynthia K. Weber 
James D. Weber 
Chung-Kyun 

Wedgeworth 
robert Wedgeworth 
eunice Weech 
terry l. Weech 
Jenny Wegener 
Kathleen Weibel 
Cherié l. Weible 
holly b. Weindorf 

martha J. Weiner 
Donna morros Weinstein 
virginia r. Weiser 
Kathryn m. Weisman 
baltasar r. Weiss 
Cynthia a. Weiss 
elizabeth Weiss 
estelle Weiss 
paula K. Weiss 
Jodi Weisz 
Cindy C. Welch 
gwendolyn paige Weldy 
troy W. Weldy 
Jennifer l. Wells 
Joanne g. Wells 
marlo Welshons 
marina Wengert 
sarah g. Wenzel 
gail r. Wernette 
Janice J. Wernette 
Dale m. Wertz 
barbara g. West 
mark a. West 
laura l. Wetzel 
larry l. Weyhrich 
frances a. Whaley 
William J. Wheeler 
Weldon l. Whipple 
holly a. Whistler 
robert a. White 
Wilma f. White 
lucinda s. Whitehurst 
Kathryn a. Whitman 
terry J. Whitman 
michael n. Widener 
peggy a. Widener 
marion J. Wiederecht 
Janet C. Wiehe 
Janice Wien 
martha h. Wiencke 
David C. Wigglesworth 
gayle C. Wigglesworth 
barbara m. Wildemuth 
lana W. Wildman 
Jean e. Wilkins 
Joseph h. Wilkinson Jr. 

estate 
barbara b. Willard 
D. Dean Willard 
David a. Willcox 
alissa g. Williams 
Christopher b. Williams 
Claibourne g. Williams 
elizabeth Williams 
geoffrey p. Williams 
Kevin Wayne Williams 
lisa m. powell Williams 
lois larson Williams 
maren h. Williams 

martha e. Williams 
susan D. Williams 
W. Jon Williams 
bradford l. Wilson 
Cassie h. Wilson 
Jenni l. Wilson 
lizabeth a. Wilson 
mary anne Wilson 
naomi Wilson 
pamela J. Wilson 
grechen l. Wingerter 
laverne p. Winn 
Daniel holcomb Winship 
Jean schmidt Winship 
alice i. Wiren 
David oakley Wise 
olga bornstein Wise 
mary m. Wisnewski 
Charles l. Wisseman iii 
ronald a. Witherspoon 
steven W. Witt 
Kim y. Wittel 
Carol Woeckel 
greggory J. Woitte 
susan l. Woitte 
Kristin a. Woizeschke 
sandra l. Wolf 
Kenneth p. Wolford 
martin b. Wolske 
Catherine J. Woodworth 

Wong 
melissa autumn Wong 
robert K. Wong 
Janet bradley Woodard 
beth s. Woodard-Wolfe 
linda l. Woodbury 
frances l. Woodrum 
helen l. Woods 
Janice t. Woods 
Karen D. Woodworth-

roman 
george m. Woolsey 
mary elaine Woolsey 
John D. Wormley 
James bayly Woy 
Kristin Woizeschke
april i. Wreath 
Christie e. Wrenn 
Dana C. Wright 
Dave Wrobel 
melissa J. Wrobel 
Wei Wu 
Xin Wu 
edward Wunderlich 
nina Wunderlich 
roslyn D. Wylie 
brendan J. Wyly 
lei Xie 
amanda Xu 

hong Xu 
Constance l. yaffe 
stanley s. yaffe 
yunsong yang 
Catherine J. yanikoski 
barbara D. yanney 
David Kent yates 
ying ye 
Julie yen 
Joanne r. yendle 
Cindy Kim yi 
theodore inwhan yi 
linda m. yoder 
gail a. yokote 
mary yonan 
brian K. yost 
David a. youck 
arthur p. young 
Jennifer b. young 
mary J. young 
greg K. youngen 
valerie a. youngen 
Juliet youngren 
asra yousufuddin 
bei yu 
ying yu 
huamin yuan 
Craig r. Zabel 
Diane W. Zabel 
imogene Zachery 
Kathy Zayko 
Candace m. Zeman 
e-an Zen 
Jie Zhang 
Weizhong Zhang 
Xiayang Zhang 
yin Zhang 
lisa Zhao 
yingbo Zhou estate 
yunqi Zhou 
Dora Zia 
andrew r. Ziarnik 
natalie r. Ziarnik 
patricia s. Ziebart 
ralph f. Ziegler 
Jackie f. Ziff 
lisa l. Kish Ziliak 
a. patricia Zimmerman 
elizabeth s. Zitron 
David a. Zordan 
David s. Zubatsky 
marie Zubatsky 
louisette Zuidema 
Christopher f. Zurn 
Judyth K. Zweibohmer 

Although every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, errors may occur. If we have omitted your name or listed your name incorrectly, 
we apologize and ask that you please contact the GSLIS Office of Advancement at (217) 333-2973 or lis-dev@illinois.
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decAde: 2010s
chelsea Baker (ms ’10) started her first professional 
position at east Central University in ada, oklahoma, 
as the instruction and circulation librarian in march 
2011. she writes, “so far it is both extremely 
challenging and extremely rewarding!”

natalie Bazan (ms ’10) writes, “shortly after 
graduation i was awarded a director’s position of 
a small rural library in michigan. We are currently 
making the move to become a district library and just 
found out that we won a libri foundation books for 
Children grant!”

Melinda (Mindy) Beyer (ms ’11) has been selected 
for the presidential management fellowship in 
Washington, DC. she writes, “i’m incredibly excited 
about this opportunity, and i know that i have the 
outstanding reputation of gslis and its professionals 
to thank for making it possible.”

linde M. Brocato (ms ’07, Cas ’11) has been 
granted two awards for further work on her project, 
entitled “reading Juan de mena: production, Use, 
and Context of editions of his Works (15th–19th 
Centuries).” the first is from the program for Cultural 
Cooperation, part of spain’s ministry of Culture; the 
second is a short-term fellowship from the american 
bibliographical society. 

tiffany Bui (ms ’12) writes, “i would like to thank all 
of my instructors, colleagues, and the entire gslis 
community for a truly wonderful learning experience.  
i would not be the person i am today without each  
and every one of you. i wish you all the best in the 
years ahead!”

sarah Burnside (ms ’11) has been employed at the 
elmhurst public library for six years and will begin her 
full-time position as the preschool services librarian 
in January 2012. she writes, “i’d love to be in touch 
with my fellow gslis alums. please stop by if you’re 
in the area!”

Katie chamberlain (ms ’10) had a publication 
in the July 2011 issue of the Journal of Academic 
Librarianship, “’lawfully made Under this title’: the 
implications of Costco v. omega and the first sale 
Doctrine on library lending.”

Anna coats (ms ’11) is the children’s librarian at east 
rutherford memorial library in new Jersey, a newly 
formed position. 

liz delzell (ms ’11) is now working full-time as a 
youth services librarian at the Woodstock public 
library in Woodstock, illinois. she is excited to have 
the opportunity to put all that she learned at gslis 
to work in the real world, but will miss the uncommon 
camaraderie that she found as a member of  
leep’s 14.1 cohort.

lynne Ferrell (ms ’11) loved her time at gslis—
her knowledge and interests in librarianship grew 
tremendously. “i had fantastic, interesting, challenging, 
and personable instructors who appeared to really 
enjoy teaching and sharing their expertise. even in 
leep, it was stimulating to hear ideas, perceptions, 
and goals of fellow students via on-campus days  
and moodle.”

Ann heinrichs (ms ’11) writes, “my lifelong passion 
for grammar and punctuation has finally paid off  
big-time! i am a winner in national punctuation  
Day’s prestigious [just kidding] punctuation contest. 
now i’m eagerly awaiting my prize—a ‘box of 
punctuation goodies.’” 

xiao hu (phD ’10) joined the University of Denver’s 
library and information science program as a tenure-
track faculty member in 2011. Dr. hu served as a 
Clinical assistant professor in the program during the 
2010–11 academic year. 

Ruth Kapacinskas Kelley (ms ’11) is thrilled to be 
bringing library and information science instruction to 
the students of Kewanee as the district librarian. “my 
education at gslis has prepared me thoroughly for 
the challenges i face in my position,” she writes, “but i 
miss taking classes and the friends i made.”

lilyan levant (ms ’12) joined illini media Company 
as publisher and general manager. in this role, she 
will direct the business operations of one of the 
largest student-run media groups in the country, 
including The Daily Illini, WpgU-fm, the illio 
yearbook, Buzz magazine, Technograph, and new 
media enterprises.

shannon evonne little (ms ’11) began her new 
position as library director at sacred heart-griffin 
high school in springfield, illinois in august 2011. 
she writes, “i am thoroughly enjoying the transition 
from teacher to librarian, and i absolutely love the 
variety of work—everything from all the administrative 
aspects of the library to teaching information literacy 
workshops to starting a new student book club!”

nicole long (ms ’10) began working as catalog 
librarian for the marion e. Wade Center at Wheaton 
College in illinois. the archive, never before 
cataloged, poses many exciting challenges. she is 
thankful for the knowledge learned at gslis and 
while working for the University library.

scott Migaldi (ms ’11) is now working on fifth-
generation wireless systems with an emphasis on 
information delivery applications, usability, and  
system optimization. 

Kimberly norris (ms ’11) is the information services 
librarian at northeastern illinois University. “i am 
grateful for the experience i had in my practicum,” she 

writes, “it led me to my current job, which is  
truly rewarding!”

Anna pederson (ms ’10) started a full-time position 
as the high school liaison librarian at the schaumburg 
township District library in schaumburg, illinois. “i 
get to do a little bit of everything i love—reference, 
reader’s advisory, playing with emerging technologies, 
and working with teens,” she writes.

Marcela peres evans (ms ’10) is the library director 
for the tampa Campus of southwest florida College, 
a small career college. in this capacity, she oversees 
general library operations, including but not limited to 
collection development, reference services, outreach, 
and basic library instruction.

eric phetteplace (ms ’11) is working as the emerging 
technologies librarian at Chesapeake College, a small 
community college in a rural community. he’s excited 
to have landed a perfect position right out of school, 
but has a lot of work to do yet! he hopes to see fellow 
alumni around at conferences.

laksamee putnam (ms ’10) is a science librarian 
at towson University in baltimore, maryland. she 
recently published an article in Issues in Science & 
Technology Librarianship titled “the changing role of 
blogs in science information dissemination” and will 
be presenting a poster on the topic at the second 
annual vivo Conference in Washington, DC. 

phillip Reese (ms ’11) recently completed his first 
week as the manager of digital initiatives at the 
Washington blade, where he boosted its facebook 
connections and twitter connections. “thanks to 
my gslis experience—which ended the very week 
before, mind you—i was able to quickly jump into the 
ring and begin performing at the job,” he writes. 

elaine Ricketts hicks (ms ’10) is involved with a 
$15,000 grant from the national library of medicine 
to tulane’s rudolph matas library of the health 
sciences. she writes, “the grant will be used to 
introduce medline plus to family physicians, public 
health workers, tulane’s clinic at Covenant house, 
and members of the new orleans society for 
infectious Disease awareness.”

susan Rodgers (ms ’10) is a happily employed 
librarian in the children’s and teen departments of the 
palo alto City library in California. “i hit the jackpot 
with this position and am grateful to gslis for the 
preparation i received,” she writes. “youth services 
is a blast!”

Katrina Royce-Malmgren (ms ’11) began working 
at abbott laboratories in the global information 
services division after graduation. she works on the 
information architecture team with oversight of the 
taxonomy and metadata services program.
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oRGAnizAtions 

“the resounding success of our brilliant futures 
campaign can only be attributed to the good 
works of many people.”diana stroud, GSLIS assistant dean for advancement and alumni relations

neW endoWMent Funds (august 1, 2011–December 31, 2011)

rollin p. and frances e. blissard scholarship 
David s. ginn and richard a. stevens scholarship

For a complete list of GSLIS endowment funds created during the Brilliant Futures Campaign, read our campaign report at www.lis.illinois.edu/giving/campaign.
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heather lea Moulaison (ms ’02) joined the faculty 
at the school of information science & learning 
technologies at the University of missouri. Dr. 
moulaison’s primary research and teaching interests 
include organization of information and emerging 
technologies in libraries. 

jessica Moyer (ms ’03, Cas ’04) joined the faculty 
at the school of information studies (sois) at the 
University of Wisconsin-milwaukee (UWm) at the start 
of the fall semester of 2011.

liz Muller (ms ’08) became curator of digital and 
media collections and head of archival technical 
services in the Division of rare and manuscript 
Collections in the Cornell University library.

tracy nectoux (ms ’06) is the metadata and quality 
control specialist for the illinois newspaper project at 
the University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign. she 
recently edited Out Behind the Desk: Workplace 
Issues for LGBTQ Librarians, an anthology of 
personal accounts by librarians and library workers 
relating experiences of being gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgendered, or queer at work. 

lisa o’Keefe (ms ’09) is currently the director of 
human capital and technical project manager at 
brighttag, an internet start-up in Chicago. “i’m 
utterly consumed with building great teams and 
technology and encourage gslis students or alums 
to contact me about internships or other employment 
opportunities,” she writes.

clayton Ross parcels (ms ’06) was recently 
named director of the iron County (mi) historical 
and museum society. parcels, a longtime resident of 
michigan’s Upper peninsula, is a 2006 graduate of 
gslis and received the school’s bryce allen award 
for reference services in 2007. 

josh petrusa (ms ’07) recently joined butler 
University as the associate dean for technical 
services, and he is happy to be back in the midwest 
after a few enlightening years in vermont.

elizabeth pope (ms ’09) began a new position as 
assistant director of the Center for oral history at 
Columbia University in september 2011.

hallie pritchett (ms ’06) began her one-year term as 
chair of the map and geospatial information round 
table (magirt) at the end of the 2011 ala annual 
Conference in June. pritchett currently serves as the 
map and federal regional depository librarian at the 
University of georgia libraries.

christine Ross (ms ’03) began her new position 
as the scholarly communications librarian at the 
University of florida. she will lead efforts on campus 
to promote open access, serve as a resource for 

copyright education and questions about fair use,  
and administer the university’s open access 
publishing fund.

Rebecca schaller (ms ’08) recently accepted 
a position as the teacher-librarian/technology 
integrationist with the K-4 schools at rockwell  
City-lytton and southern Cal Community school 
Districts in iowa.

jomichele seidl (ms ’05) is the current assistant 
chief librarian at the powell river public library. she 
writes, “Doing my graduate studies in library science 
at gslis is one of the best things i’ve ever done. i’m 
enjoying a ‘portable’ career, a much higher standard 
of living, and work that is challenging and engaging. 
the leep program is the best distance learning 
program, bar none!”

Alec sonsteby (ms ’05) married margaret (maggie) 
grube on august 6, 2011, in Corvallis, oregon. 
maggie is a board-certified music therapist working in 
the twin Cities and is a member of the professional 
handbell ensemble twin Cities bronze. alec was 
fully admitted into the mba program at metropolitan 
state University. he continues to work full time at 
metropolitan state while taking classes part time.

Richard stokes (ms ’08) has worked in a couple 
of management positions at the Decatur (il) public 
library and currently occupies the position of 
assistant head of circulation.

jennifer Woodruff tait (ms ’00) recently published 
two books: The Poisoned Chalice: Eucharistic Grape 
Juice and Common-Sense Realism in Victorian 
Methodism and Histories of Us, a poetry collection.

Kimberly Willson-st.clair (ms ’01) started her new 
position as the reference and instruction librarian at 
the portland state University library on may 2, 2011.

Mary yockey (ms ’09) began a new leg of her lifelong 
mission to bring people together with great books as 
library media center director at Crone middle school 
in naperville, illinois. Combined with her experience 
as a bookseller and buyer for anderson’s bookshop in 
naperville and Downers grove, mary enjoys learning 
and reading along with 1,250 sixth, seventh, and 
eighth grade scholars at Crone. 

decAde: 1990s
Margaret Almon (ms ’95) writes, “after 12 years as a 
solo medical librarian, my employer closed the library. 
after the shock wore off, i took the leap to become 
a full-time glass mosaic artist: Catching the eye, 
delighting the soul! Check out my work at  
www.nutmegdesigns.etsy.com and my blog at  
http://margaretalmon.com.”

Kyle Banerjee (ms ’96) recently secured a contract 
for his firm, library technology Consultants, to 
develop an nCip connector for the evergreen ils 
system used by the midwest Collaborative for  
library services. 

Richard Bazile (ms ’95) accepted the position of the 
dean of learning resources at the College of Central 
florida after completing a one-year communications 
fellowship at harvard University. 

paul Blobaum (ms ’90) was promoted to full 
professor on the library faculty at governors state 
University, University park, illinois, as of June 2011. 
he serves as the liaison librarian for the College of 
health and human services.

holly crawford (phD ’97) is the dean of the school 
of graduate studies at southern Connecticut state 
University, one of the largest graduate schools in  
new england.

ellen swain (ms ’95) was elected president of 
midwest archives Conference (maC) for a two-
year term starting at the end of april. the midwest 
archives Conference is the nation’s largest regional 
professional association for archivists. 

david hamilton (ms ’99) writes, “after 16 years 
with the University of illinois, the last 8 years with the 
Carli consortium, i am now employed by the world’s 
largest academic stm publisher, springer.”

doug litts (ms ’97) has been promoted from senior 
reference librarian to head of the smithsonian 
american art museum/national portrait gallery library 
in Washington, DC.

Kara Malenfant (ms ’99) has been awarded a phD 
from antioch University. Dr. malenfant’s dissertation 
is entitled, “Understanding faculty perceptions of the 
future: action research for academic librarians.” 
she is currently the scholarly communications and 
government relations specialist at the association of 
College and research libraries in Chicago, illinois.

Michelle Mayes (ms ’95) has been awarded one of 
two presidential Citations by the special libraries 
association (sla) for her contribution to the future 
ready 365 blog. she received the award on June 21, 
2011, at the sla annual Conference in philadelphia. 

Bruce pencek (ms ’98) served as president of 
virginia tech’s faculty senate for 2011–12, acting 
as the official representative of approximately 1,400 
academic, library, and extension faculty to the central 
administration and the university’s board of visitors. 
he is the third librarian to hold that office.
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ellen Rubenstein (phD ’11) began a position as 
assistant professor at the University of oklahoma’s 
school of library and information studies on august 
15, 2011. rubenstein has presented her research 
about information and communication within an 
online breast cancer support group during the annual 
meetings of the american society for information 
science & technology and the association for library 
and information science education as well as at the 
2010 iConference. 

yasmeen shorish (ms ’11) is the science librarian at 
James madison University. she is excited to be able 
to collaborate with the librarians and faculty and to 
address emerging data issues in the sciences.

julie swierczek (ms ’12) has been appointed interim 
university archivist and special collections cataloger 
for salve regina University. previously, she held the 
position of collection services associate, serving as 
the library’s solo cataloger and print serials manager.

cindy taylor (ms ’10) received an award of merit in 
the illinois state board of education’s 2011 “those 
Who excel” education awards program. Cindy is 
a librarian at hoffman estates (il) high school in 
township District 211.

Richard urban (phD ’12, ms ’06) joined the faculty 
at the school of library & information studies (slis) 
at the florida state University as a visiting assistant 
professor in the spring of 2012. Urban is a researcher 
on knowledge representation for cultural heritage 
materials and collections and on the use and users  
of cultural heritage information.

decAde: 2000s
siobhan champ-Blackwell (ms ’02) started working 
for aquilent, inc., in september 2011, as a contractor 
working on site at the national library of medicine 
Disaster information management research Center. 
she writes, “i am excited to be continuing my working 
relationship with the national library of medicine after 
nine years with the midContinental regional  
medical library.”

Amy crump (ms ’05), director at the marshall public 
library, was published as a contributor in the book 
True Stories of Censorship Battles in America’s 
Libraries, available now in the ala catalog. her essay, 
“respect of fear,” is based on her experience with a 
2006 book challenge at the marshall public library.

janice M. del negro (phD ’07) received a 2011 
storytelling World resource award for a book that 
she co-wrote with ellin greene, Storytelling: Art and 
Technique, 4th Edition. the book was honored in the 
special storytelling resources category. 

christina M. desai (ms ’00) published the following: 
Desai, C.m. (2011). “the world as presented to U.s. 
children: building bridges or confirming expectations?” 
Bookbird. 49(1), 41–50; Desai, C.m., Daniels, e., 
Welch, i.& sung, y.K. (2010). “a dozen great books: 
Dealing with disaster: Ways of coping, healing, and 
fighting back.” Journal of Children’s Literature 36(2), 
80–84; Desai, C.m.& sung, y.K. (2011). “getting into 
place: author lois ruby talks about setting.” VOYA: 
Voice of Youth Advocates 35(5), 454–456.

charles Fisher (ms ’04) writes, “i began serving as 
head of access service for the University of akron’s 
University libraries in December 2011. my wife Cherie 
and i are expecting our first child in may 2012.”

nell Fleming (ms ’08) is the librarian at the 
Wisconsin school for the Deaf. she writes, “my 
classes and training at the University of illinois were 
incredibly practical and relevant in preparing me for 
the job. i was very pleased by this. if i could have 
done anything more with technology, i would have 
learned to use apple/ipad technology. otherwise i hit 
the ground running! thanks so much!”

diane Foote (ms ’06) was appointed assistant dean 
at Dominican University’s graduate school of library 
and information science (gslis) on november 
30, 2011, with primary responsibility for marketing, 
communications, and recruiting. 

susan Freymiller (ms ’03) is starting her fourth 
year at Culver academies. along with fulfilling her 
traditional responsibilities as library director, academic 
department chair, and a member of the program 
evaluation committee, she is actively involved in 
promoting digital citizenship through teaching a 
required course for all new students as well as 
co-directing the rex martin academic information 
technology Department.

Marc Gartler (ms ’05) joined madison public library 
in 2010, where he supervises two branches and 
works on various citywide initiatives. he writes, “the 
job is fun and rewarding, and madison is living up to 
its reputation as a great place to live (sorry, Chicago—
it wasn’t you, it was me).” 

Fiona (Bruce) Griswold (ms ’09) was excited to 
begin her career as an educator at franklin middle 
school in Champaign, illinois, where she serves as 
the school’s technology instructor. she is thrilled to be 
working with her colleagues to ensure that students 
leave franklin with twenty-first-century knowledge and 
skills that lead to academic and professional success.

chris hagar (phD ’05) will be joining the full-time faculty 
at the san Jose state University school of library and 
information science (sJsU slis) in fall 2012.

patricia hswe (ms ’08) is into her second year as 
digital collections curator at the University libraries 
at penn state. of late, her work has involved 
consulting with faculty on data management plans 
and contributing to the development of a new suite  
of publishing and curation services and tools. 

lynn Ann jasper (ms ’07) began a new position as 
the technical project manager for Data Warehousing 
at edmunds, inc. in april 2011.

cate parish (ms ’09) married alan Kaufman on 
may 21, 2011, at the Collegiate United methodist 
Church in ames, iowa. they reside in peoria, illinois, 
where Cate is the library services director at illinois 
Central College, and alan is a full-time computer 
networking student.

lindsay King (ms ’08) is the public services librarian 
for the robert b. haas family arts library at yale 
University. in addition to reference, instruction, and 
outreach responsibilities for art and architecture, she 
is the arts library liaison to the yale school of Drama.

Kevin Knott (ms ’05) writes, “i’ve worked in 
institutional research (ir) for over 12 years. i’ve 
found the skills i learned in gslis to be quite 
applicable in ir by way   technology, research, and 
information organization. the ms degree is quite 
versatile outside the realm of traditional librarianship. 
my wife is also a gslis (2001) graduate and is a  
K–5 school librarian.”

Kayte Korwitts (ms ’09) has recently accepted 
the position of regional director of library services 
at Career education Corporation. she provides 
leadership for the administration of a collection of 
centralized online and on ground library resources 
that serves a diverse audience of nationally and 
regionally accredited institutions across the United 
states and internationally. 

Kinsley l. Krupich (ms ’07) was promoted from 
assistant branch manager to branch manager at the 
Corinth neighborhood library of the Johnson County 
library system.

Kelly Mccusker (ms ’07) began her position as 
visiting sociology librarian at the education and 
social science library (essl), University of illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign, in september 2011. she has 
most recently worked as an information specialist in 
the private sector. 

laura Mondt (ms ’09) is excited to report that 
she just began her position as the coordinator of 
instructional services at richland Community College 
this month in Decatur, illinois. “it is going to be a busy 
semester,” she writes. “i am also finishing up the last 
three classes for an ma in history from eiU.”
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class notes spring 2012

ReMeMBeRinG RichARd Bopp
richard e. bopp (ms ’74), who died in Wilmington, 
north Carolina on December 8, 2011, will be 
remembered for his contributions as a librarian 
and his role as a textbook editor. he spent the 
majority of his career working at the University of 
illinois in reference, Documents, and the map and 
geography library. he was the author of numerous 
articles and book reviews in professional journals 
on disability and reference services. in summer 
1988 he taught an introductory reference course for 
gslis. Dissatisfied with the then-available textbook, 
rich and i embarked on a project to co-edit our own, 
aided by several collaborating authors from the 
library and gslis. the first edition of Reference 
and Information Services: An Introduction appeared 
in 1991 and the fourth was published in may 2011. 
the textbook has introduced thousands of students 
to reference work, a lasting legacy. every edition 
benefited from rich’s high editorial standards, 
extensive knowledge of reference sources, and 
commitment to the values of reference service.

 —professor linda c. smith (MS ’72) 

dorothy persons (bs ’37, ms ’41)

esther Marian shubert (bs ’38, ms ’40)

nancy Beuhring taylor (bs ’38)

hazel Marie Wiese (bs ’43)

Marjorie Roman (bs ’43)

eleanor j. Blum (ms ’47)

elinor s. earle (bs ’47)

Marjorie A. harvey (bs ’48)

Martha jean irwin (bs ’48)

christine B. Myers (ms ’49)

Martha hupp osborne (ms ’49)

dale l. Barker (ms ’50, phD ’66)

sally jo carey (bs ’50)

ellis Mount (ms ’50)

Richard B. holloway (ms ’51)

Mary A. Gillham (ms ’52)

Marion R. Mccaulley (ms ’52)

Katherine A. staack (ms ’52)

Robert joseph Myers (ms ’54)

Robert William Roehr (ms ’54)

curtis W. stucki (ms ’56)

hazel M. Groggs (ms ’57)

patricia nanette Wagner (ms ’57)

dorothy l. stevens (ms ’59)

hazel n. hassan (ms ’60)

Barbara s. Mccrimmon (ms ’61)

larry x. Besant (ms ’62)

Matilda t. starns (ms ’63)

Brewster porcella (ms ’64, phD ’73)

Robert o. johnson (ms ’65)

Martha jo sani (ms ’66)

sandra K. sharp (ms ’67)

dock Alexander Boyd (ms ’68)

Morelle h. herzinger (ms ’68)

nancy l. smith (ms ’68)

Ferne Beverly hyman (ms ’69) 

harriet l. Kling (ms ’73)

jean elaine Koch (ms ’73, Cas ’84)

ellen jane tipsword (ms ’73)

Richard e. Bopp (ms ’74)

Adlean harris (ms ’74)

Marla edelman (ms ’76)

Richard W. eggebeen (ms ’76)

Margaret R. sarff (ms ’79)

Alan Guthrie Willis (ms ’79)

suzellen claire Webb (ms ’82)

nellie charlene shults (ms ’85)

norman Walter holmes, jr. (Cas ’88)

Gordon lawrence Mcdaniel (ms ’92)

charles A. Reynolds (ms ’92)

nancy c. hyland (ms ’97)

Michelle saunders (ms ’97)

susan Brenda engels (ms ’02)

loring prest (ms ’97) was recently promoted to the 
rank of associate professor at California University 
of pennsylvania. he is in his eighth year as the 
electronic resources librarian and library webmaster. 
loring continues to author the “religion” section of 
Magazines for Libraries. 

lynne Marie Rudasill (ms ’91) was elected Chair of 
Division 1 and is now serving a two-year term on the 
ifla governing board. she is an associate professor 
of library administration at the University of illinois 
library where she serves as global studies librarian 
and subject specialist for political science.

carol simmons (ms ’95) has recently retired as 
director of the Daly City, California, public library and 
has taken on a new position as the executive director 
of the California library association.

Mark sorenson (ms ’98), fully retired from the illinois 
state archives, is now working for the Decatur public 
library under an nhprC grant to create its local 
history collection policy and assist with reorganization, 
accessions, and deaccessions. 

Mark A. spasser (phD ’98) began his new position 
as director of the shiffman medical library at Wayne 
state University in Detroit, michigan, in august 2011.

Marianne stowell Bracke (ms ’97) served as 
secretary to the 2011 science and technology 
section of the association of College and  
research libraries.

steven Witt (ms ’95) is the new director of the 
international and area studies library at the 
University of illinois. 

decAde: 1980s
deborah Beckel (ms ’83) is the author of Radical 
Reform: Interracial Politics in Post-Emancipation 
North Carolina (the american south series, 
University of virginia press, 2011). 

George e. Ferguson (ms ’85) writes, “though 
retired since 2003, i still maintain an active interest 
in libraries. since 2002, i have sponsored an essay 
and speech contest in memory of a librarian who had 
a great influence upon me as a child. the contest is 
held every october, and youngsters in grades 6–12 in 
the West end write essays and deliver speeches on 
the subject ‘What the library means to me’.”

sharon l. nelson (ms ’83) has had her article, “the 
Connection between animal abuse and family 
violence: a selected annotated bibliography,” 
published in Animal Law, vol. 17 no. 2, august 2011.

cheryl l. niemeier (ms ’86) is currently the director 
of library services at the law firm of bose mcKinney & 
evans and served as faculty for the national business 

institute seminar, “find it free and fast on the net: 
strategies for legal research on the Web,” held on 
December 14, 2011.

carolann purcell (ms ’81) writes, “i have relocated to 
seabury Community in bloomfield, Connecticut, and 
am active in our libraries here.”

edwin c. schroeder (ms ’89) has been named 
librarian of the beinecke rare book & manuscript 
library and associate university librarian at yale 
University. schroeder, who has worked as a catalog 
librarian at sterling memorial library since his  
arrival at yale in 1989, began his five-year term  
on January 1, 2011.

Roger strouse (ms ’87) is now the global manager 
of digital initiatives and learning for the information 
services group at management consultancy bain & 
Company. he is responsible for technology projects, 
end-user information literacy, and professional 
development for bain’s researchers worldwide. 
he was previously an information management 
consultant and market research analyst at the  
firm, outsell.

nicole Wedemeyer Miller (ms ’89) worked for many 
years in adult services at the Champaign public 
library. now she teaches genealogy at parkland 
College in Champaign.

decAde: 1970s
Raymond Bial (ms ’79) has recently published 
two books: Dripping Blood Cave and Other Ghostly 
Stories (Crickhollow books) is the third in a series 
of middle-grade fiction that includes The Fresh 
Grave and Other Ghostly Stories and The Ghost of 
Honeymoon Creek; and Rescuing Rover: Saving 
America’s Dogs (houghton mifflin), undertaken with 
the help from the aspCa and the humane society of 
the United states, focuses on the plight of millions of 
unwanted puppies and dogs in our nation. 

Felicia carparelli (ms ’75) has published her first 
mystery novel, The Murder in the Library, by mX 
publishers in london. it is available on amazon and 
ingram. she has worked for the Dupage library 
system, the Chicago public library, and the Chicago 
public schools as a school librarian. 

sandy corkins-schmidt (ms ’78) writes, “hi 
everyone! i last worked in libraries in the early eighties, 
then stopped working to have children and write. 
Kids are almost grown, and i am still writing (novels, 
screenplays, and songs). still love libraries too. visit 
the U of i grad library (where i worked) every time i’m 
in Urbana. i hope there will always be books.”

Robert Frizzell (ms ’75) assumed the position of 
director of library services at the boreham library 

at the University of arkansas in september after 18 
months of retirement.

Ana Grandfield (ms ’77) was recently appointed by 
the lake County public library board of trustees 
as director for the library district effective January 
1, 2012. she is currently overseeing the major 
remodeling project of the Central library in merrillville. 
in her twenty-five-year long library career she has 
served in areas of periodicals, reference, genealogy, 
and local history.

elizabeth dankert hammond (ms ’78) was 
elected 2011–2012 chair of the board of trustees 
for lyrasis, the nation’s largest regional 
membership organization for libraries and information 
professionals. ms. hammond serves as dean of 
university libraries at mercer University.

susan Mellette lederhouse (ms ’76) is delighted 
to combine both her library and clergy careers. in 
addition to being priest-in-charge at st. peter’s 
Church in buzzards bay on Cape Cod, susan also 
serves as a trustee at snow library, the public library 
in orleans where she lives. 

janice M. smith (ms ’70) has retired to the outer 
banks of north Carolina after over 30 years of library 
work in public library systems, private school libraries, 
and public school libraries.

jim solenberger (ms ’76) retired this past summer 
from his job of 34 years as a cataloger for the illinois 
state library. 

terry sklair taylor (ms ’75), formerly the coordinator 
of library instruction at Depaul University (Chicago, 
il), was promoted to associate director for research 
and information services.

eloise (Klebba) vondruska (ms ’73) is the interim 
director of the pritzker legal research Center at  
the northwestern University school of law in  
Chicago, illinois.

celia Wall (ms ’74) retired on July 1, 2011, from 
murray state University in murray, Kentucky, after 
nearly 30 years. she spent the last 18 years 
teaching in the Department of Journalism and mass 
Communication.

decAde: 1960s
dr. Guy Garrison (phD ’60) received an honorary 
doctorate on June 11, 2011, from Drexel University. 
he joined Drexel in 1968 as professor and dean 
of the graduate school of library and information 
science (now the College of information science 
and technology). he served as dean for 19 years 
until 1987, when he became the first alice b. Kroeger 
professor, continuing in that role until his retirement 
in 1992. 
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liBRARy school AluMni AssociAtion 
MeetinG And Reception At AlA 

sunday, june 24, 2012
5:30 –8:00 p.m.
Palos Verdes Room
Hilton Anaheim
777 W. Convention Way
Anaheim, California

6:30 p.m. LSAA business meeting and recognition of 
award recipients

Please join GSLIS faculty and staff in the exhibit hall at 
our booth #2731. To register for complimentary exhibit 
only passes, visit http://registration3.experient-inc.com/
showALA122/DefaultExhGuest.aspx. Please note that 
all recipients must register online. On-site registration is 
not available for this special offer. This link will remain 
operational throughout the dates of exhibition, enabling 
you to register online up to the last minute.

lsAA 2012 Award Recipients
Distinguished Alumnus Award—Becky Lyon (MS ’72)
Leadership Award—Kevin S. Hawkins (MS ’03) and Matt 
M. Cheney (MS ’04) 
Service Award—Marianne V. Steadley (MS ’01)
Student Award—Victor Benitez (MS ’11)

slate of nominations lsAA Board 2012–2013
President: Rachel Bindman (MS ’02)
Vice President: James Obst (MS ’04)
Secretary: “Peggy” Mary M. Glatthaar (MS ’07)
Treasurer: Donna Schaal (MS ’00)
Past President: Beth McNeil (MS ’89)

Director 2010–2013: Ethan Henderson (MS ’07)
Director 2011–2014: David A. Kates (MS ’10)
Director 2012–2015: Stephanie Atkins (MS ’99)
Director 2012–2015: Deborah Robertson (MS ’00)

otheR upcoMinG  
AluMni events

june 4–7, 2012
international conference of indigenous 
Archives, libraries, and Museums
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Alumni & student reception: June 6, 6:00 p.m.
Hard Rock Casino and Hotel
777 W. Cherokee St.
Please RSVP for the reception to  
lis-dev@illinois.edu 

july 15–18, 2012
special libraries Association 
Chicago, Illinois
Alumni & student reception: July 17, 5:30 pm
Bella Bacino’s, 75 East Wacker Drive
Please RSVP to lis-dev@illinois.edu 

july 21–24, 2012
American Association of law libraries 
Annual Meeting & conference
Boston Sheraton, Boston, Massachusetts
Alumni & student reception:  
July 23, 6:30–8:00 p.m.
Please RSVP to lis-dev@illinois.edu 

september 20–22, 2012
2012 joint conference of librarians of color
Crown Center, Kansas City, Missouri
Visit GSLIS at booth #310

october 9–11, 2012
illinois library Association
Peoria Civic Center, Peoria, Illinois
Visit GSLIS at booth #321

october 18–20, 2012
illinois school library Media  
Association conference
Pheasant Run, St. Charles, Illinois
GSLIS booth location to be announced

ALUMNI
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